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Commonwealth
Clean-Up
begins today
Calloway County's observance of the weeklong Commonwealth Clean-Up has begun.
A meeting to address solid
waste management concerns
is scheduled for 7 p.m. today
at the Weaks Community Center auditorium.
The week will end Saturday
with a Make a Difference Day
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
Roy Stewart Stadium Parking
Lot at Murray State University.
In between those two events,
Calloway Countians are asked
to clean up the county, including reporting illegal dumps.
Under a grant from the state
Division of Solid Waste Management, the county will be
eligible to be reimbursed for
$2 per tire found in an illegal
dump this week up to $2.000.
Monday's meeting will include
gathering volunteers to participate in the clean-up, to make
presentations to civic organizations, to help with windshield
surveys and to prepare materials for distribution.
For more information, call
Rita Burton (759-3549).
At Saturday's event, residents can bring paper for recycling. Newspaper should be separated from mixed paper and
cardboard.
Aluminum cans, plastics,
glass and used motor oil will
also be collected, as will eyeglasses by the local Lions Club.
For more information, call the
Murray Family/Youth Resources
Center (759-9592) or the Calloway County Family Resource
Center (762-7333).

Lecture
slated on
farm safety
The Kentucky Department
of Agriculture's Farm Safet)
Specialist, Dale Dobson, will
conduct a farm safety lecture
today at 7 p.m at Calloway
County High School.
The informal lectuire will
focus on ways to avoid farmrelated injuries with an emphasis on farm machinery safety
and safe livestock handling.
All members of the public are
invited and encouraged to
attend.
Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith said farm and home safety are two of the primary advocacy roles of the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture.
"It-is important for our farmers to be aware of the dangers that exist on the family
farm," he said. "We are constantly taking risks that can be
avoided. And with a cooperative effort, these practices can
he corrected and improved."
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Project to change telecommunications
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray Electric _System is preparing to embark on a high-tech project that
will change the face of telecommunications
in the Murray-Calloway County area.
MES will soon begin installing fibercoax hybrid cables to supplement its existing electrical system.
"We actually started the planning part
of it in late '95," said MES Superintendent Tony Thompson. "From that point until
here, it's been a process of going through
a feasibility study and having consultants
come in and design the system."
Thompson said that MES stands financially ready to begin the project very soon.
"We issued bonds late last year and got

the financing in place," he said. "Now ly read meters instead of having to send
we're at the point of getting ready to open meter readers up and down the street," he
bids to award the construction of the sys- said. "With these kind of links in place
with each one of your customers, you can
tem."
The new cables will offer a wide vari- automatically get that information sent back
ety of services, ranging from business to your central office."
Thompson added the city would also be
telecommunications to Internet applications.
"The purpose of installing it from our able to check their gas and water meters
end of it is primarily to use it for the in the same way.
Communities such as Hopkinsville, Padoperation of our power system," said Thompson. "You can use these telecommunication ucah and Frankfort have already installed
lines to monitor your substations and con- similar systems. Thompson said that Maytrol your equipment out in the field from field, Franklin and Princeton are also looking into the possibility of investing in fibera remote location."
coax
cables.
will
cables
Thompson said that the new
In addition to aiding MES with daily
also reduce some of the footwork for MES
operations, the new cables will also beneemployees.
fit businesses in the Murray-Calloway Counautomaticalto
them
use
"You can also

"•••••

IN See Page 2

By JAMES PRICHARD
The Associated Press
(AP) - David Hourigan, judge-executive of Marion County, is certain that the Scott's Ridge dump in his central Kentucky county has been around as long as he has.
Hourigan is 52.
Trash, appliances, old cars and other junk cascade down
the 150-foot-high ridge, which until recently has been almost
inaccessible and therefore_ very difficult to clean up.
"It has habitually been a place where stolen cars are dumped
off this very high ridge," Hourigan said last week. "A few
years ago, it was cleaned up. But it was turned back into a
dump."
Statewide, efforts to clean up illegally dumped garbage and
junk that dots hillsides in eastern Kentucky and fills sinkholes
farther west appear to be making progress.
built
The Scott's Ridge property has a new owner who
the
to
county
the
with
cooperating
an access road and is
to
junk removed. Now Hourigan is working with
bring in some heavy equipment and remove the estimated 150
rusted-out cars at the site.
BERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo
The site could be cleared out by this fall, he said.
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at
cleaning
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others
afternoon
than
race
Sunday
4x100 relay
been more successful
ty's three-team meet with Austin Peay and the University of Louisville.
"Every part of the state has its illegal dumps," said Richard
Thomas, principal assistant to James Bickford, secretary of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.
Some Kentuckians who illegally dump their unwanted items
live in rural areas where trash pickup isn't available, miles
from legal landfills or refuse transfer stations.
The practice has been going on for several generations in
President Slobodan Milosevic he "faces a stark choice:
By WILLIAM C. MANN
some places.
halt aggression against the Kosovar Albanians and
to
But while federal environmental restrictions have reduced Associated Press Writer
with a NATO-led impleWASHINGTON (AP) — The last-ditch attempt to accept an interim settlement
the number of landfills in the commonwealth from 76 in midresponsibility for the
full
the
bear
or
force
mentation
Kosovo won't delay prepa1992 to 26 today, Kentucky's landfill capacity has actually find a diplomatic solution in
action."
military
NATO
of
s
consequence
the
if
Yugoslavia
against
rations for NATO airstrikes
quadrupled.
"I don't think this will delay the preparations that
administration officials say.
In addition, there are about 210 transfer stations and con- peace effort fails, Clinton
going on in NATO," White House national securiare
U.S.
Whatever the outcome of the mission by special
venience centers where refuse can be dropped off for disposNation."
the administration is feeling ty adviser Sandy Berger said on CBS'"Face the
al, said George Gilbert, manager of the cabinet's solid waste envoy Richard Holbrooke,
that
agreement
peace
a
find
to
is
preference
"The
heat from members of Congress to Holbrooke's effort
branch.
and
Kosovo
to
peace
Kosovo,
to
stability
bring
will
other.
the
on
plans
Thomas said Bickford made eliminating illegal dumps a on one hand and to the bombing
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright announced Holpriority shortly after taking office three years ago and has
See Page 2
mission Sunday. She said he will tell Yugoslav
brooke's
really pushed the project since 1997.
The commonwealth is providing counties with some financial assistance, equipment and guidance to get the job done.
It's also punishing dumpers who get caught. ordering them
to clean up fouled sites or face a possible fine and jail time.
NCAA regional game: 42,519. That
"Our goal is to get the dump cleaned up, not to fine the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Ken- in four years.
broke the mark set Friday when 42,440
we
guess
I
but
,
people because we don't see the money. It goes into the state's
disappointed
"I'm
already
tucky basketball fans who had
"We're
said.
Thomas
pockets,"
showed up for the regional semiour
fans
into
General Fund, not
planned trips to St. Petersburg, Fla., have to let somebody else win," said
finals.
from
traveled
who
after a clean dump." :
Coffman,
for the Final Four may spend some fan Scott
"We love the Cats," Coffman said.
Between April 1997, when the cabinet started the initiative, time today canceling.
his home in Henderson to St. Louis
than
more
issued
officials
Resources
think they're going to win every
"I
Natural
through Feb. 26,
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time
Louis
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They
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in
going
to Michigan State, won't be
Page 2
More than 500 tons of trash were removed from the approxto the Final Four for the first time Sunday for most people to see an • See
imately 500 sites cleaned up so far.

U.S. ready for airstrikes

Fans feeling big blues

Early childhood issues on agenda
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Tonight...Mostly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of rain late
Low around 40. East wind 5
to 10 mph.
Tuesday...Rain likely. High
55 to 60. Rain chance 70 percent.
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ty area.
"A lot of businesses now use the Internet and use high-speed data transfer," said
Thompson. "Transfer of paper documents
has almost become a thing of the past."
Thompson also said that the possibility
of video-conferencing would appeal to businesses.
"Say Briggs and Stratton, for instance,
they might want to have a conference with
their home office in Milwaukee," he said.
"They could set up a camera and, instead
of having to go there or come here, they
could have a meeting of the management."
Such improvements could lead to the estab-

•

Illegal dumps
being cleaned
around state

Find out who took
home the Oscars
in today's Ledger.
See Page 12.
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Hatchett returns to her
Catherine
STRETCH..
HOME
THE
Hall Sunday as she
in
Regents
home
from
away
home
and other Murray State University students finish their
spring break. Classes resume today.

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
task force made up of business,
education and political leaders has
been charged with coming up with
a plan to better the lives of young
children in Kentucky.
The Early Childhood Task
Force's mission "ought to be the
most important policy initiative in
Kentucky since the Kentucky Education Reform Act," Gov. Paul
Patton said Friday at the Children:
Our Common Wealth annual conference.
The task force, which met for
the first time Friday, has been
asked to explore what Kentucky's
youngest children aren't getting
and what the government and business communities could do to provide it — now and over the next
two decades.
Topics include everything from
prenatal care to higher-quality child
care.
"I used to think that the only
two things a child needed were
physical protection and nutrition,"

"We have to create
a system that supports families
earlier."
-Viola Miller
Families &
Children Secretary
Patton said."I've learned that unlike
all the other body parts, the brain
comes unassembled. It's a do-ityourself kit and you can build it
wrong. It's the early-childhood education experience that builds the
brain."
Patton said he wants the state
to spend as much money on programs for children through age 5
as it does on elementary and secondary education.
The governor said he expects
that to happen on a nationwide
basis in 50 or 60 years.
"The question is whether Ken-

—

tucky will be first or last," Patton said.
Patton wants a report from the
task force by the end of August
so he can sell his recommendations to the 2000 General Assembly, providing he's re-elected this
fall.
The governor said that by boosting early childhood programs, the
state can make progress in public
and higher education.
Also, among other things, committee members hope the effort
will ultimately reduce the number
of abused and neglected children
in the state.
-We have to create a system
that supports families earlier," said
Families and Children Secretary
Viola Miller, who is on the 24member task force.
Patton said he realizes the issue
is not at the top of the public's
agenda. Part of the task force's
initiative is to promote community and public support.
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III Fans ...

III Project ...

From Page 1

From Page 1

• Airstrikes

Sunday more than three hours
a cable box.
"Murray Cablecomm is offerwin if they were playing the Lak- before the Kentucky-Michigan State
lishment of new businesses and
ing that because they know Murgame.
ers."
industries in the area.
ray Electric is going to offer it,
Some fans just congregated and
If the game had been played
"That's definitely an attractive
in the stands, there's no doubt talked. Some tried to trade up for part of it, that it's a good eco- and they know that's what people
who would have won. At times it better seats. Others bought UK T- nomic development tool," said want," Thompson said.
While Murray Cablecomm offiseemed Wildcat fans outnumbered shirts, sweat shirts and other items Thompson. "That's a small part
cials have expressed concerns over
Spartan stalwarts by two dozen to from street vendors.
of it, but that's definitely one
Ron Cunningham of Lexington
what they call a "level playing
one. When the Michigan State
aspect of
field," Thompson said that MES
crowd cheered, Kentucky fans operated a booth outside the arena,
The project will also enable MES
would drown them out, chanting. selling shirts, sweaters and other to, enter the arena of cable tele- does not have any unfair advangame.
commemorating
the
items
tages over any other cable provider.
"C-A-T-S, CATS, CATS, CATS!"
No Michigan State merchan- vision as a provider.
"That's a term you often hear
You couldn't even hear Earvin
Thompson said that MES will
thrown around by private providers
"Magic" Johnson, the former dise? Why only items aimed at provide cable services
at a cost- when
they're talking about havMichigan State and Los Angeles UK supporters? "They're the ones based rate, meaning that
customers ing to compete
with a public entiLaker great, when he crashed his who buy it," he said. "They're will be paying for what
it costs ty such
nuts like me."
as Murray Electric Sysgargantuan mitts together.
MES to operate and maintain their
The sheer number of UK fans
tem," said Thompson.
But, alas, games are played on
operation.
"We don't pay sales tax, but
the court, and that's where UK on the street hours before the game
we
do make in lieu of tax payleft Michigan State fans bewilfell short — 73-66.
In addition to being able to
"It'll be a long drive home," dered by the scene.
provide cheaper rates, Thompson ments," he said. "Those tax pay"I'm stunned," said Jackie said, MES will be able to put ments are probably equal to or
said Angie Thomas, of Borden,
Tenies, a 1979 Michigan State money back into the community. more than what Murray Cablecomm
Ind.
Scads of blue clothing in the graduate who lives in Kansas City,
"One of the most attractive parts would pay in payments to the city..."
Thompson also said that he
stands showed that UK fans had Mo. He went to the arena early of this is that this system will be
snatched up nearly every ticket to look for tickets. "I've never owned by the customer, just like thinks the added competition that
left behind when fans of Miami seen anything like it before."
the electric system is," he said. MES will provide will also help
whole
the
saying
"Earlier,
was
he
University and Oklahoma went
"All the money that our project to improve Murray Cablecomm's
state of Kentucky must be here," generates will stay in Murray and service.
home after losing Friday.
"The Telecommunication Act of
Like the players on the court, said Nkosi Halin, a friend of be circulated in Murray."
1996
was supposed to open all
Kentucky
predicted
who
Tenies'
these fans are veterans. Over the
Local residents have already seen
these
markets
up to competition,
last four years, they've been in would win.
a number of changes implementBut Tenies said he hoped the ed by Murray Cablecomm, which but it's never happened," he said.
the tournament wars from San
like
to see (Murray
Jose, Calif.. to East Rutherford, big UK crowd wouldn't affect the now offers cable modems for Inter- "I'd
game. "I think the size of the net access and a channel recon- Cablecomm) get competitive, get
N.J.
Crowds of UK fans began con- dome will make the crowd a non- figuration that allows customers the rates down where they should
verging on the Trans World Dome factor."
to pick up channels 2-53 without be, get their service reliability up
where it should be and then let
the community decide who they
want their provider to be."
MES
hopes to be offering
cable and other services to the
Calloway County Jail Saturday on
Staff Report
New Concord. The incident was re- community in a little over a year.
$2,500 cash, property or surety
Murray Ledger & Times
ported just before 9:30 p.m. Sun"From the time we start work
The owner of a mobile home bond.
day.
on it until having all of our cusCalloway County sheriff's depupark on Bailey Road has been
In other weekend reports, depu- tomers hooked up. we're probacharged with running an illegal ties arrested Coleman, the owner of
ties arrested Thomas Chapman, 44, bly looking at about 18 months,"
dump.
Mobile Home Village, Friday and
Saturday at his Southwest Drive Thompson said. "We'll probably
charged her with operating and
home and charged him with fla- have some of the businesses and
Kathy Coleman, 40, of Park maintaining a waste
dump site
grant non-support, a Class D fel- commercial customers within less
Lane Avenue. was released from without a permit,
a Class D felony.
ony, Scott said.
than a year.Sheriff Stan Scott said.
Chapman, who allegedly owes
Thompson said the he feels the
Scott said the deputies found
approximately $1,900 in back sup- success of the new system will
stoves, refrigerators, old tires and
port. was released from jail Satur- depend on how people react to
other items dumped in the area of
day on a $2,000 cash bond.
the changing technology.
the mobile home park.
Elsewhere, Murray police are
"The thing about this is phiThe sheriff's department is still
still investigating a break-in Satur- losophy," he said. "In a lot of
investigating the burglary of the
day at the Irvan Drive home of one
people's minds, telecommunications
Citgo service station on U.S. 641
of their officers.
have become almost as essential
North, which was reported just afSgt. Melodie Jones was out of to day-to-day living as electricity,
ter 8 a.m. Sunday.
Vie house for about two hours Satwater and gas."
Scott said 73 cartons of cigaurday night, according to Detective
rettes worth about $1,200 and some
Capt. Bobby Holmes. When she remoney from a vending machine
turned about 10 p.m., the rear door
were taken.
was found forced open, he said.
Deputies also are still investigatAbout $140 worth of small
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
ing the theft of a chainsaw from the
items was reported missing, he
mother
of a man accused in the
Saddle Lane home of Tim Lamb in
said.
fatal shooting of a state Alcoholic
Beverage Control agent says she
battled for years to help her son
overcome mental illness.
However, Norma Doyle says
Experience the
her son had successfully concealed
from his family the delusions his
defense team claims torment him.
Timothy Doyle, 42, is on trial
for the shooting of Brandon Thacker, 27, on the Western Kentucky
Parkway April 16. 1998.

Mobile home park owner charged
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From Page 1
rights to the Kosovar people. If
we can achieve that, with the
imminent threat of force, that would
be a good result. But if not, ...
NATO is prepared to act."
Berger added: "I think we owe
it to the American people, we owe
it to our military people, our allies,
to make that final attempt." But
he said tonight's meeting in Belgrade will occur "with the smell
of exhaust fumes in the air from
the aircraft."
A timetable for possible
airstrikes remained in doubt,
although Berger and Albright hinted they would not come until after
Holbrooke's mission.
One potential complication was
the visit to Washington, beginning
Tuesday, of Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov. Berger said
Primakov, who opposes NATO
action, would not be asked to postpone the trip.
President Clinton spoke Sunday
about the situation with French
President Jacques Chirac, British
Prime Minister Tony Blair and
Chancellor
Gerhard
German
Schroeder. The White House said
he was reaffirming NATO unity
against Milosevic's continuing military campaign.
Criticism of the administration's
activities began even before
Albright announced the planned
Holbrooke-Milosevic meeting.
"It's too late to send another
emissary to Milosevic," said Sen.
Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn. "Look,
we have been threatening him since
Christmas of 1992 ... warning him
that if he attacked Kosovo, we
would respond with force."
"Great alliances and great coun-

•••

tries don't remain great if they
issue threats and don't keep them,"
Lieberman, a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, said
on "Fox News Sunday."
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey, ranking Democrat on the Senate Intelligence Committee, worried about
intervening "to try to basically end
a civil war."
Speaking on CNN's "Late Edi(ion," Kerrey said: "I am very
pessimistic we will be successful
with airstrikes to get that done."
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott, R-Miss., planned to introduce legislation today seeking to
bar the Pentagon from spending
money on operations in Yugoslavia
without congressional authorization.
Two Republican senators, Jon
Kyl of Arizona and Pete Domenici of New Mexico, said they would
vote for the measure, and they
predicted passage.
"It does tie (Clinton's) hands,
but that's the idea," Kyl said on
Fox. "The administration has not
come forward with a convincing
plan. ... To simply bomb at this
point without any strategy is not
a good thing for the United States
or NATO to do."
But Undersecretary of State
Thomas Pickering told CNN the
administration has "contingency
plans to follow on, so that these
are not a one-shot military operation."
Holbrooke, who arranged a
cease-fire last October, already met
with Milosevic this month but
came away without a commitment.
En route to Belgrade. Holbrooke
planned to stop in Brussels, Belgium, to meet with NATO Secretary General Javier Solana. NATO
also is sending mediators to Milosevic.
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Fire burns county tool shed
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
County fire officials are unsure
what caused a Coleman Trail storage shed to burn Sunday afternoon.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
received a report at 4:15 p.m. that
the shed, owned by John T. Gin-

gles, was burning, a CCFR
spokesman said.
The shed, which was used for
storage, was already fully involved
when reported, the spokesman said.
Thirteen firefighters in two
trucks responded to the fire, which
also burned part of a yard and
nearby field.

Mother:Family tried to help Doyle

future

of Television
with

Mediacomi

The defense contends that Timothy Doyle believed Thacker was
going to: harm him and another
ABC agent when Thacker pulled
him over for allegedly driving
erratically.
Timothy Doyle is expected to
take the stand today, and jury
could get the case later in the
day.
On Friday, Norma Doyle, testifying for the defense, said she
and her husband, Richard, first
noticed unusual behavior when Tim-
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othy was 14. "He climbed out his
window and wandered around the
neighborhood," she said. "That was
the first time we began to worry
about Tim."
His condition worsened in the
early 1980s when he was hired
to work at a bank in Paducah.
"He became obsessed with a
young woman — a teller — that
something was going to happen
to her," she said, adding that her
son got "confused, and they had
to let him go."
His father and some friends
tried to take him to a psychiatrist, but he wouldn't go. In 1983
or 1984, Mrs. Doyle said, he finally went for psychiatric treatment.
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Kevorkian murder trial begins
PONTIAC, Ittich. (AP) — By
his own tally, Dr. Jack Kevorkian
has been present at more than 130
deaths since 1990. Four times he's
been tried on assisted suicide
charges — with three acquittals
and one mistrial.
But in a trial scheduled to begin
today, the 70-year-old retired
pathologist faces his first murder
case.
Kevorkian is charged with killing
52-year-old Thomas Youk of Oakland County's Waterford Township
— a death that was videotaped
and later aired on CBS's "60 Minutes."
Two years ago, Youk was diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou Gehrig's
disease — a progressively fatal
illness that eventually leaves victims unable to speak, swallow or
move.
By last year, family members
said, Youk was having trouble
breathing and was afraid of choking on his own saliva. In September, Kevorkian went to Youk's

home and videotaped a meeting.
The grainy video later aired on
"60 Minutes" shows Youk sitting
in his wheelchair, mumbling
responses to Kevorkian's questions.
Kevorkian came back the next
evening. The videotape shows a
man with a needle searching for
a vein on Youk's hand, then injecting him three times. Youk's head
lolls back.
"You killed him," Mike Wallace of "60 Minutes" told
Kevorkian.
"I did, but it's gonna be
manslaughter,
not
murder,"
Kevorkian replied. "It's not necessarily murder. But it doesn't
bother me what you call it. I know
what it is."
Although Judge Jessica Cooper
has ruled out testimony during the
trail about Youk's suffering, defense
lawyer David Gorosh can still refer
to it in his defense.
Gorosh says he plans to repeat
what Kevorkian told "60 Minutes"
— that the intent was to relieve
Youk's pain and suffering, and the
action doesn't meet the require-

Kevorkian already has started
in his defense work. After initially daring prosecutors to charge
him — "I've got to force them
to act," he told Wallace — he
wrote and filed an emergency
appeal nine days before the trial's
start arguing that the charge was
unconstitutional.
The appeals court rejected his
motion last week.
"If he represents himself, everything he does he'll do wrong,"
said Geoffrey Fieger, Kevorkian's
former attorney. "He has a constitutional right to make a fool of
himself, and the prosecutor will
make him look like a fool."
Larry Dubin, a law professor
at the University of Detroit Mercy,
noted that since Kevorkian's last
trial, there's been at least one significant change: Michigan voters
overwhelmingly rejected a proposal to legalize assisted suicide.
"If attitudes in the public have
"But there was also not a cir- changed, or if people have lost
cumstance where you had such an interest, then that could provide a
obvious demonstration of the facts jury pool less sympathetic than
those previous juries," he said.
that constitute murder."

ments for a first-degree murder
conviction.
"The analogy is when a surgeon decides to amputate a leg to
stop cancer from spreading, it isn't
intended to maim the patient, but
to keep cancer from spreading,"
Gorosh said.
Kevorkian is also charged with
illegally delivering a controlled substance — the first time that charge
has gone to trial.
The trial is the first time that
Oakland County prosecutor David
Gorcyca has tried to put Kevorkian
in jail. When he took office in
1997, Gorcyca dropped 13 charges
filed by his predecessor, saying
the cases were too weak.
In previous trials, said assistant
prosecutor John O'Brien, "the evidence of medical and physical limitations clouded the thinking on
whether this man is breaking the
law."

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo

IN BLOOM: With the long-awaited beginning of spring,
Calloway County is becoming the home of many blossoms and buds, such as this magnolia in full bloom.

Residents honor Amtrak crash victims

BOURBONNAIS, Ill. (AP) —
As the investigation at the site of
the deadly Amtrak train crash wraps
up, residents of this small town
gathered for a memorial service
to celebrate the victims.
"In the friendly village of Bourbonnais, people that they may
never have even met loved them,
dicated columnist Mark Shields, are praying for them and are bearwere from the old school, long- ing with them in our hearts their
ing for the days "when the Oval sorrow and their loss," said the
Office was used to raise money Rev. Dan Boone of the College
and the Lincoln Bedroom was used Church of the Nazarene.
for sex."
The Sunday service also honA squad of Monica Lewinskys, ored those who helped in the resall wearing angled berets and soiled cue effort, many of whom were
blue dresses, paraded on stage. in attendance. Mayor Grover
And columnist Carl Rowan, who Brooks noted that nearby comis black, donned a blond wig to munities helped deal with the crash
drag out a portrayal of Linda Tripp. and its aftermath.
First lady Hillary Rodham Clin"The compassion and the love
ton pleaded for votes disguised as and the care was expressed time
a pea-green Statue of Liberty:
and time again," Brooks said.
"I'll show those right-wing nuts,
Eleven people were killed and
this broad's got more than guts," more than 100 injured last Monshe sang."Come on, come through,
New York, New York!"
The real first lady was not
there. She had departed earlier Saturday on an 11-day tour of Africa.
WASHINGTON (AP) — AnticBut another' lady of firsts, posipating
settlement talks, Microsoft
sible GOP presidential candidate
is reviewing parts of its antitrust
Elizabeth Dole, was there to see
a send-up of her husband Bob's case where it believes it could
offer enough flexibility to satisfy
endorsement of the impotency pill
Viagra: "With her husband wolf- government concerns over its
ing down those little blue pills, behavior, people close to the case
the question is, 'Is Mrs. Dole run- said today.
No negotiations are planned curning for the White House or away
rently, these sources said, and any
from Bob?"
Clinton reflected on 1998, decid- settlement of the landmark antitrust
ed it was an "awful" time for fight is seen as unlikely because
both sides remain far apart on
him.
some
core issues.
"It was a year I wouldn't wish
A previous effort to reach comon my worst enemy," Clinton said.
He paused thoughtfully, then added: promise, last May, broke down in
Washington, and Microsoft already
"I take that back."
has started to formulate plans to
He then considered titles for
appeal any trial verdict. The judge
his unwritten memoirs, and held
is expected to rule this summer.
up poster-sized mock book covers
But Microsoft has said it is
so the audience could see the poswilling
to change some ways it
sibilities: -Beyond Hope" read one.
business
with other high-tech
does
"I'm OK, You're OK, They're Out
companies, including the nation's
to Get Me," read another.
computer manufacturers, Internet
But Clinton said he settled on
providers and others.
"My Story — and I'm Sticking
As part of its antitrust case.
to It."
the
government alleges that
The program was presented by
Microsoft
wields its considerable
the Gridiron's 60 members, and
influence to force other compathe professional singers and musinies into restrictive agreements to
cians who help out.
exclude potential competitors.
These contracts, for example,
include limits that Microsoft places
on computer-makers over ways
poning tough choices for later they can modify its dominant Winspending and tax bills that will dows operating system software
translate the proposals into detailed sold with their computers.
legislative reality.
Other contracts limit how InterFor now, the goal is different: net providers can distribute browsLet Republicans burnish their fis- er software from other companies,
cally conservative image and such as Netscape Communications
demonstrate that with President Corp.
Clinton's impeachment trial over,
"We have always said we are
Congress has turned to serious leg- willing to work with the governislating.
ment to address their concerns about
"The tough decisions might our contract language, or to forderail the process later," said
malize some of the flexibility that
Richard May, a lobbyist who was
computer manufacturers have today
Republican chief of staff on the
in an informal way," said a comHouse Budget Committee. He
pany official who requested
added, "The fundamental point of
anonymity.
"But any settlement
this budget is it gives Congress
Microsoft's ability
must
preserve
the opportunity to be proactive,
innovate
and
add new features
to
enunciate an agenda and draw a
to
our
products."
contrast with the White House."
The government also charges that

Journalists gather
to spoof Clinton
WASHINGTON — He may hail
from a place called Hope, but
President Clinton admits that the
Year of Monica taught him firsthand about life in another realm.
"I still believe in a place called
... hell," Clinton said, reprising his
1992 campaign mantra Saturday
night at the Gridiron Club's annual dinner-cum-presidential roasting.
Clinton's peccadillo predicament
— and the impeachment it spawned
— gave Gridiron journalists plenty of material to work with, resulting in the type of lighthearted
lampoonery that the Gridiron has
dished out for 114 years.
Every president since Benjamin
Harrison has tolerated the ribbing
— • with the exception of Grover
Cleveland, who stiffed the club
through two disconnected terms.
Clinton seemed to hold up well
under the humor.
"I had a wonderful time tonight,"
Clinton said. "You did singe, but
you did not burn."
This year, the super-sharp barbs
hit more than Clinton. House
Republicans were reduced to clowns
who bungle verdicts. Vice President Al Gore begged for impeachment so he could be popular.
Others lampooned themselves.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., draped
a blue sash full of medals and
ribbons around his neck and delivered a speech rife with references
to his status as a bonafide war
hero. He said the nation deserves
a president who is a war hero,
and did he mention that he was
a war hero?
Sen. John- Kerry, D-Mass., selfeffacingly said he believed "donor
maintenance" meant having breakfast with his wife, Heinz heiress
Teresa Heinz. That dovetailed with
Gridiron spoofing that Kerry could
not run for president because his
wife would not write a check.
Some in the audience, said syn-

day when the Amtrak train crashed
into a steel-laden truck. Ten passengers remained hospitalized Sunday, one in critical condition, hospital officials said.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for a
federal safety panel said three witness to the crash have given potentially conflicting statements about
whether the truck was on the tracks
before warning signals and crossing gates activated.
National Transportation Safety
Board spokesman Jamie Finch said
the last investigating team — the
one interviewing witnesses — will
leave Bourbonnais in a couple of
days.
"We have not been able to completely reconcile the statements
that are possibly conflicting," Finch
said.
He would not comment on what
the possible conflicts were, but
said transcripts of the interviews

would be sent to NTSB headquarters in Washington, D.C., to be
compared to physical evidence
from the scene.
The truck driver, John R. Stokes,
58, has told investigators he did
not see the southbound City of
New Orleans train as he approached
the tracks. He said the gates and
warning lights didn't activate until
after he was on the tracks.
Authorities also want to talk to
the train's engineer, who was
released from the hospital Saturday.
Amtrak's chairman, Wisconsin
Gov. Tommy Thompson, said last
week that the engineer said the truck
driyer tried to zigzag his tractortrailer through the crossing gates
after they had come down.
Stokes has not been charged
with a crime. Prosecutor Michael
Kick has said a criminal investigation is under way.
On Saturday, a neighbor came

forward to defend Stokes.
"He's also a victim," said Rich
Litynski. "He's in a walking coma.
He just stares at TV and keeps
flipping the channels."
Investigators also have been trying to find out why fuel spilled
from two locomotives and ignited. The victims were found in a
double-deck sleeping car that was
three cars behind the engines of
the 14-car train.
NTSB spokesman Phil Frame
said Sunday that he thought authorities had "a good idea" why the
fuel spilled, but he would not elaborate.
Officials have said they also want
to know if the fire or the crash
killed the passengers, but said they
were awaiting a coroner's report.
"For most of the fatalities, it
was the crash," Frame said Sunday. "I don't think the fire directly was responsible as far as I
know."

Microsoft reviewing settlement possibilities
Microsoft uses the market dominance of Windows — used by

roughly 90 percent of the world's
personal computers — to help main-

tain what it describes as the company's monopoly power.

SOUTHFORK
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY
NOW OPEN IN MURRAY!
Hwy.641 North

1307 North 12th Street

Three Doors Down From Martha's Restaurant
(Former Location Of C.R. Books & Music)

P11: 759-9994

Fax: 759-9914

GOP tries to delay decisions
WASHINGTON (AP) — Thick
piles of paper on lawmakers' desks
this week will say "budget" on
them. But the Republican-written
spending plans are really Something else: a GOP opening gambit that delays real decisions.
This week, the House and Senate are all but sure to pass similar $1.74 trillion spending outlines for fiscal 2000, which begins
Oct. 1. Both portray what Republicans want to stand for this year:
protecting Social Security and
Medicare, cutting taxes and spending more for schools and defense
— all while heeding tight, legally required spending limits.
Yet neither document shows
exactly how they would do it, underlining a GOP strategy of post.
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We've got a winning line up for your electrical needs. L-R: Bob Garrett (Sales Manager),
Larry Wade, Rich Delano, Ken Perry (Murray Sales Reps), and Allen Toole, President.
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Serving Murray On A Local Level With The Full
Resources Of Our 11 Store Network
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Wilkinson cuts losses

•

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY
•
•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
seemed always to relish a good
scrap.
That made it puzzling when he
agreed to pay nearly $11 million
to settle a pair of lawsuits related to the failure of Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co.
It was doubly puzzling because
Wilkinson settled one suit he
already had won.
It seems likely that the feisty
former governor, persuaded by his
attorneys, went against his instincts
and made a coldly practical decision to cut his losses.
What he actually gave up was
$1.6 million worth of condominiums atop the Holiday Inn-Capital
Plaza in Frankfort.
Insurance Commissioner George
Nichols III, who as Kentucky Central's liquidator was also Wilkinson's adversary, said Wilkinson
might have spent that much, anyway, to defend himself in protracted trials and appeals.
"Wallace has to consider the
same thing I have to consider:
How much money do I have to
lay out to fight this? Are the condos worth it?" Nichols said in an
interview last week.
The gist of Nichols' allegations
was that Kentucky Central, a company subject to state regulation, paid
inflated prices to purchase Wilkin-

Mitch McConnell
The Republican Agenda

•

The 106th Congress is finally back in full swing. and I am
enthusiastic about the legislative accomplishments we will make
together this session. Now is the time to re-focus on issues important to the well-being of Kentucky and the nation. and I am implementing a plan of action for this Senate session.
First and foremost. I want to help put the "security" back into
Social Security. For too long now, the bureaucrats in Washington
have been taking well-deserved money to pay other debts, and have
been risking the monev of seniors who have earned it. I am very
aware of how essential a Social Security check is to so many retired
Americans. and I am committed to ensuring that Social Security
will be there for future generations. Finding a solution to this
problem has been slated as the "number one" priority for the 106th
Congress. and I am willing to work with Republicans and Democrats alike to make sure this promise to save Social Security is kept.
As the father of three children who, were each schooled in
Kentucky. I realize first-hand the importance of providing excellent educational opportunities for our children. I believe there is
nothing more important than cultivating an environment where
children can learn and grow. In order for our children to thrive in
school, and for them to excel in the classroom, there are a number
of situations we can work to improve: Giving parents more responsibility for their child's educational welfare is a key first-step in
improving our children's educational experience. However. I also
recognize the significance of having quality teachers in the classroom to instruct our students and I support programs that will
improve teacher performance and effectiveness. Unfortunately,
though. it has become increasingly apparent that the safety of
students and teachers in today's schools must be in the forefront of
our minds with respect to creating a healthy learning environment.
With repeated news reports of rampant violence in schools, we
must ensure that decisive measures are taken to keep schools safe.
Another important initiative we will be working on this session is
one that gives power and money back to local schools. teachers and
principals. We must encourage school districts to expand and
improve educational opportunities for our students. and taking
away bureaucratic barriers will give them that encouragement.
With these, and other initiatives that we are working on to improve
education. I believe this will be a session of progress for America's
children.
As we approach tax season. I am reminded of the tremendous
burden that so many Americans face during this time. and of the
numerous problems within the Internal Revenue Service. This
session. I will work to bring relief to hardworking American taxpayers through tax cuts and further reform of the IRS. My hope for
this session is to finally start sending less money to Washington
and leave more of it in the pockets of those who have earned it.
Another important initiative in this session will be to eliminate the
marriage penalty tax. Under this provision, more than 21 million
married couples pay more in taxes than they would if they were
divorced or living together Unmarried. The marriage penalty tax
discourages the institution of marriage, is blatantly anti-family and
should be eliminated.
Increased illegal drug use is also threatening American families. I believe the key to eliminating this problem is decreasing the
flow of drugs across our norciers and strictly enforcing criminal
penalties against drug dealers. If we put more federal funding into
stopping drugs before they reach our children, we can begin making progress towards a drug-free America.
By saving Social Security, creating the world's best schools.
reducing the income tax rate. eliminating the marriage penalty tax
and protecting our children from illegal drugs we can improve the
future of Kentuckians and all Americans.

CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press iihter
son's hotel after he was elected
governor and to back one of his
developments, Park Plaza Apartments in Lexington, while he was
in office.
Kentucky Central agreed after
the November 1987 election to
buy the hotel for $12.6 million.
Nichols claims that was twice its
actual worth.
Wilkinson had tried five months
earlier to sell it for $9.5 million,
and there were no takers.
As for Park Plaza, Kentucky
Central in 1990 guaranteed up to
$11.9 million in bonds that financed
its construction.
Nichols said that was more than
the bonds were worth.
Kentucky Central went belly up
in February 1993 and was taken
over by the Department of Insurance. It went into liquidation in
August 1994.
In one lawsuit. Nichols accused
Wilkinson of abetting a breach of
duty to the company by its chairman, the late W.E. "Bud" Burnett.
But that suit was dismissed in

Franklin Circuit Court. Special
Judge Earl O'Bannon said there
was "an odor of politics" about
the sale but no evidence that Wilkinson was to blame.
Wilkinson said the case was
politically motivated.
Nichols has been trying to get
the Court of Appeals to overturn
O'Bannon's ruling — hardly a
position of strength.
So, he was delighted that Wilkinson's attorneys suggested a settlement.
Nichols' job as liquidator is to
collect money Kentucky Central
was owed so claims can be settled with its policyholders, creditors and shareholders.
He said the settlement was significant "because it recovers damages from a bad deal. ... It recovers almost $11 million when we
had already lost one of these cases
in court and were facing a costly and an uncertain appeal."
One of Wilkinson's attorneys.
William Cull of Frankfort, took
exception to Nichols' characteri-
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Statues rose like mushrooms
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pierre
L'Enfant's pen, like the sweep of
a sword, slashed the capital's grid
of streets with broad and sharply
angled avenues.
That left L'Enfant's 1799 map
of the unbuilt city speckled with
circles and squares, just waiting
for monuments to fill them.
L'Enfant, military engineer
turned city planner, knew that
every great city remembered its
past.
He made certain the new capital of the United States would
have places for columns and
obelisks and memorials of all kinds.
But for decades after L'Enfant
left the scene, his vision was
marked by empty spaces on the
map presided over by the unfinished stub of the Washington Monument, standing like a broken pencil between the White House and
the Potomac River.
The Civil War and the urge to
remember its heroes and sacrifices filled in the circles and squares
on L'Enfant's map.
The list includes statues of 10
Civil War generals, two Civil War
admirals and, at the Grant Memorial, two battle scenes so vivid
one can almost feel the passage
of cannon balls and hear the trumpet call troops into action.
"After the war, Civil War monuments popped up like mushrooms
after a rain," says Kathryn Allamong Jacob in "Testament to
Union: Civil War Monuments in
Washington D.C.," published last
year by the Johns Hopkins University Press.
"I have great respect for the
honesty of the war memorials,"
said Edwin Harlan Remsberg, who
photographed them all for the
book. "
Almost all the monuments were
dedicated with presidents doing
the speaking as ancient, limping
veterans bared their white-thatched
heads, remembering when their
world was young and death could
be a prolonged agony or as quick
as a tap on the shoulder.
"The statues of the world are
quiet historians," said a speaker
at the 1903 dedication of the
equestrian statue of Gen. William
Tecumseh Sherman.
Sherman led Union troops from
Atlanta on a march to the sea.
There are more equestrian statues in Washington than in any
other American city.
The very first was erected to
the memory of Lt. Gen. Winfield
Scott and may have had more fun
poked at it than all the rest.
The tall and portly Scott was
shown astride a small mare.
When the Scott family declared
that generals ride stallions, not
mares, the sculptor reluctantly
changed the gender of the bronze

For more information on these issues or any other issue, please
feel free to write me at 361A Russell Senate Office Building.
Washington. D.C. 20510 or call me at (202)-224-2541. You can
also reach me by sending e-mail to my office. My e-mail address is
(senator@. mcconnell.senate.gov).

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
•

P ANALYSIS

zation.
"Overall, there were no bad
deals that this settlement resolved,"
Cull said. "The only thing that
was wrong here was the fact Kentucky Central filed litigation to
start with. Wilkinson and his related companies had done everything,
made every payment ... required
of any of these transactions."
Wilkinson agreed to pay $9.35
million in cash to cover the Park
Plaza bonds.
He also released Kentucky Central from future liability on the
debt.
That gives Nichols immediate
cash instead of having to wait
until the bonds mature in 2014,
and it rids him of an obligation.
It also gives Wilkinson an unencumbered apartment building that
seems to be doing well.
Cull said money for the bonds
was being regularly put in escrow,
anyway.
"In the settlement, the things
Wilkinson is doing ... is no more
than Wilkinson was doing six years
ago and was agreeable and would
have done had Kentucky Central,
in a cooperative spirit, sat down
and been willing to resolve things.
"The only people who won from
that were the lawyers and consultants for Kentucky Central, and
frankly for Wilkinson, too."
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The Courier-Journal, Louisville
It's outrageous to suggest that Kentucky's new system of community colleges and technical schools should be a second-class
institution.
The carping that it was surprising, or inappropriate, for administrative salaries to rise when the old community college and vocational-technical systems were combined is absurd.
The University of Kentucky and, especially. the union that
hopes to represent technical school and community college teachers and staff might want the citizenry to believe that the new
Kentucky Community and Technical College System is an example of administrative excess.
UK hasn't fully reconciled itself to losing control of the community colleges and would be happy to see the new system discredited as a bunch of wastrels and back-scratchers.
It's not.
For decades, Kentucky's most dramatic public policy failure
was the refusal to rationalize post-secondary education — to position it properly. organize it efficiently and fund it adequately. Gov.
Paul Patton. at last, did something about it.
For his trouble, the governor is getting a bunch of self-serving
criticism from people like Mark Powell, computer analyst at Bowling Green Technical College. who complains that the "front office
took care of themselves" instead of sending more money to needy
programs like auto mechanics.
Actually. what they're taking care of is business.
Yes, more administrators are needed to assemble the vast KCTCS
— to reduce redundancies, create efficiencies and exploit opportunities. And we should pay them what they're worth. ...
KCTCS serves almost twice as many students as the state's
next largest institution.
Its far-flung system of two-year programs is precisely where
growth is expected, and its success is crucial to its students' and
the state's prosperity.
Its mission and its leaders deserve to be taken seriously.

AP NEWS ANALYSIS
ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
horse.
"Whatever you do after I am
gone, don't put me on a horse
like that," Gen. Philip Sheridan
told his wife after seeing the Scott
statue.
Sheridan probably wouldn't
complain.
Sculptor Gutzon Borglum's
Sheridan statue is a jolt of ener-

gy.
It shows the moment the cavalry general, riding his spirited
horse, Rienzi, skidded to a halt
after a dash to Cedar Creek, Va.,
rallied Union troops and turned a
rout into a victory.
Some of the statues are weighted with other kinds of symbol-

ism.
The statue of Brig. Gen. James
Birdseye McPherson, who was
killed at the Battle of Atlanta, was
cast from Confederate cannon captured at that battle.
The standing statue of Adm.
David Farragut in Farragut Square
was cast from the bronze propeller
of his flagship, the Hanford.
Farragut was clinging to the
Hartford's rigging at the Battle of
Mobile Bay when he shouted,
"Damn the torpedoes! Full speed
ahead!"
There is a statue to Gen. George
McClellan, who won the Battle of
Antietem while losing the confidence of his commander in chief,

Abraham Lincoln.
The statue to Maj. Gen. George
Gordon Meade, the victor at Gettysburg, is hemmed in with nude
symbolic figures.
The most recent statuary group
has its focus on rank-and-file soldiers and sailors, not flag officers.
The African-American Civil War
Memorial honors the 178,000 black
soldiers and 19,000 black sailors
who served in the war.
-To all those who take a moment
to really look at these monuments
and to all who are open to the
flood of memories they unleash,
each Civil War statue is a silent
historian still," Ms. Jacob concludes in her book.
"Each is a testament to union
in some sense of the word: to
disunion, reunion, union and the
Union.
"Each reminds us that the Union
was once violently fractured and
that some wounds left by the cataclysm healed faster than others."
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Lexington Herald-Leader
Access to abortion already is limited in Kentucky by geography and a scarcity of providers.
That's one reason a federal judge should block
a state law that interferes with a woman's right to
safely end a pregnancy.'
The law — enacted over Gov. Paul Patton's
veto last year and soon to be implemented —
would force women seeking abortions to receive
an informational briefing at least 24 hours before
the procedure.
Because the briefing must be in a private, individual setting. doctors who delegate this responsibility put their licenses at risk. The law therefore
effectively requires two visits to the abortion clinic.
The American Civil Liberties Union. which has
filed suit in U.S. District Court in Louisville to
halt enforcement of the law, would seem to have
a strong case.
Abortions now are readily available only in
Louisville and Lexington. The 24-hour wait clearly imposes an undue burden on women Who live
far from the two cities, especially poor women,
since they would have to stay overnight or make
the drive twice.
Since Mississippi began enforcing a waiting period almost seven years ago, second-trimester abortions have increased and so have women going
out of state for abortions, according to a study in
the Journal of the American Medical Association.
Overall, abortions in Mississippi declined slightly.

afte
tom

Forcing women to undergo a riskier procedure,
pay more and travel out of state certainly constitutes an undue burden.
The Kentucky law errs too by requiring physicians to buy state-produced materials about fetal
development.
The pamphlets, which must be available upon
a patient's request, now include inaccurate depictions to which some doctors object. ...

Su
ty
bur

March 17 - La Repubblica, Rome, on Castro's repression of dissidents:
It is now evident that Fidel Castro's openingup-to-the-world policy was little more than a request
of Pope John Paul II and never turned into something concrete.
The Pope's visit to Cuba in January 1998 gave
free rein to the enthusiasm of those who believed
that the Cuban regime was headed towards a greater
respect for civil, religious and political liberties. .
The whole world began to open up, without
realizing that the routine repression of dissidents
continued.
Four innocents, who had dared pronounce the
forbidden word — liberty — had been in jail for
months, unnoticed by the world.
The regime has gone too far this time.
The trial behind closed doors, the guilty sentences were too much even for those willing to
give credit to the regime.
Now it's back to square one for Castro and
probably back to a new long phase of isolation.
IMP

Letters...
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or email them to tn)t@murrayledger.com
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DEATHS
George Harold Potts
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Omer Shields Sr.

Paul Cunningham, 72, Cherry Corner Road, Murray, died Friday, March 19, 1999, at 10:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired mechanic and commercial fisherman, he was of Pentecostal faith.
One daughter, Paulette Cunningham, two sons, Paul Lynn Cunningham and Jimmy Dale Hatcher, one sister, Levelly Cunningham, and two brothers, Glen Cunningham and Clyde Cunningham,
preceded him in death. Born Dec. 9, 1926, in Stewart County,
Tenn., he was the son of the late Vernon Cunningham and Leara
Parrish Cunningham.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Earlenc Hill Cunningham, to
whom he was married in 1947; five daughters, Mrs. Barbara Oakley and husband, Jimmy, Mrs. Brenda Kay Trimble and husband,
Ben, Mrs. Rita Long and husband, Loyd, Mrs. Debbie Houk and
husband, Ronnie, and Mrs. Teresa O'Bryan .and husband, Richard,
all of Murray; five sons, Don Hatcher and wife. Becky, Murray,
Danny Ray Hatcher and wife, Ann, Nashville, Tenn., and David
Cunningham and wife, Aleshie, Steve Cunningham and wife, Jackie, and Terry Cunningham and wife. Donna, all of New Concord;
one sister, Mrs. Louise Kimbro, Murray; two brothers, Robert
Cunningham and Loraine Cunningham, Murray; 30 grandchildren;
16 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and the Rev. Brett
Miles will officiate. Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in Hicks Cemetery.

Mrs. Eva Mae Jackson
Mrs. Eva Mae Jackson, 83, West View Nursing Home, Murray,
died Saturday. March 20, 1999. at 7:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Oman Jackson, died Jan. 6, 1968. Born July 8,
1915, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Henry
Burkeen and Fancie Walston Burkeen. She was a member of
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Peggy Gregory and husband. Eugene, and Mrs. Daytha Dowdy and husband. Donald, all
of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Ebith Hopkins, Murray; five grandchildren, Martin York, Mayda Ragsdale. Craig Dowdy, LaDon
Travis and Alex Dowdy; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. H.B. Fields officiated.
Pallbearers were Joel Jackson, Jerry Jackson, Ronald Hopkins,
Don Ragsdale. Randy Travis and Eddie Ramsey. Burial was in
Brooks Chapel Cemetery.

Mrs. Mary Virgil Hobbs
Mrs. Mary Virgil Hobbs, 91, Arlington. died Saturday, March
20, 1999, at 4:30 p.m. at Columbia Pinelake Hospital, Mayfield.
A retired receptionist for the late Dr. John O'Neill of Arlington. she was a member of St. Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy
Farm.
Her husband, Hughie Hobbs, two sisters and six brothers preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Oscar Thomas
and Imelda Spalding Thomas.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Helen Ruby Gibson,
Columbus, Mrs. Mary Patricia Ellegood, Cunningham, Mrs. Margaret Jean Hovizi, River Rouge. Mich., and Mrs. Elizabeth Jo
Hudson, Hazel; one son. Johnny Hobbs, Arlington; 18 grandchildren; 27 great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral mass will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at St. Jerome
Catholic Church, Fancy Farm. Fr. Delma Clemons and Fr. Mike
Clark will officiate. Burial will follow in St. Jerome Catholic
Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Arlington
after 5 p.m. today (Monday). The Rosary will be said at 8 p.m.
tonight at the funeral home.

Omer Shields Sr., 80, New Concord. died Sunday, March 21,
1999, at 10:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and of Methodist faith. Born April 12,
1918, in Dugger, Ind., he was the son of the late Fred Shields
and Lola Miles Shields.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mona F'hillippi Shields; three
daughters, Patricia Shields, New Concord. and Mrs. Marcia Ann
Bolden and husband, Rick, and Mrs. Beverly Casey and husband,
John, all of Illinois; five sons, Omer Lee Shields Jr. and wife,
Joette, and Doug Shields and wife, Becky, all of New Concord,
Oscar Shields and wife, Wanda, Palestine, Ill., and Tony Shields
and Steve Shields and wife, Peggy, all of Illinois; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Summers, Wisconsin; one brother, Melvin Shields, Florida:
30 grandchildren; 30 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandson.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Murray to hold spring
citywide yard sale May 1

David R. King
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Company

4
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Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

FederAl State Market New, Scrsar Starch 22,
1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 0 Est. 65 Barrows & Gilts $1.00 Higher
Sows Steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs. ..-.--$19.50-22.50
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
523.00-23.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
513.50-15.50
US 1-2 200-215 His.
Sows
513.00-14.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
514.00-16.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
816.00-21.00
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
521.00-27.00
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
111.00-13.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars $5.00

ATTENTION
CHURCHES
If you have a special
program planned for Easter,
please send a description to
the Ledger so your services
can be included on the
April 2 church page.

Call 753-1916 today.
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WEEK'S SPECIALI
Good through March 27
.3 piece Chicken
(
Strip Basket
.Fries & Texas Toast
•Medium Drink

3.99

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL 4 P.M.-CLOSE
GET OUR DELICIOUS LG. BURGER FOR ONLY 99c!

TJ's Bar-BarQ
Chestnut St. - 753-0045
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Melvin's
Tire
Store

•
Eat at Mr. Gatti's on :
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401 N. 4th St.

762-0000

THE BEST....
JUST GOT BE'TT
ULTRA 3-CIC
COMPLETELY-IN-THE-CANAL
HEARING INSTRUMENT
•Smaller-Practically Invisible
•Enhanced Performance
And Dependability
•Automatic Volume
Adjustment
•Works Well With Telephone

For Many._
The Ultimate
Hearing Aid!
Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist
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Call Today
(502) 753-8055
Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728
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mon on Cape Cod, but their causes remain a mystery. Once beached,
the deep-water animals do not usually survive.
One theory is that the new
moon, coupled with unusually high
tides, could have contributed to
the behavior. Another theory suggests that the dolphins become
confused by the Cape's unusual
geography and cannot find their way
back to the open ocean.
The Atlantic white-sided dolphins are found between southern
Greenland and northern Virginia and
are known to travel in groups of
nearly 1,000. The dolphins range
in size from about 6 feet to 9
feet and weigh up to 400 pounds.
aquarium officials said.

• PIZZA PARTY!!! ;•
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stock
uric - price unchanged

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
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Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 9911.87 8.32
Air Products
80.
AT&T
Bell South
51 - 1
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 60'. +'.
46% unc
Caterpillar
91'. -%
Daimler Chrysler
-'.
Dean Foods
73 Exxon
5') •
Ford Motor
111
General Electric
90 • •
General Motors
14. Goodrich
52.Goodyear
21.B 21. A
FlopFed Bank*
169. +),
I B NI
51
Ingersoll Rand
117. Intel
61. - I •
Kroger
LG&E
101 ,
Lucent Tech
/4 -"
Mattel
41
McDonalds
Mercantile Bank
St., •
Merck
)
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
54%-i)%
Quaker Oats
58 -%
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
-73 -+-',
Time Warner
45. Union Planters
28'.4. ,
UST
93'. - I
Wal-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons Is a market maker in Ihr,

ranoe

4. 44.4 •1144

WELLFLEET, Mass. (AP) —
A flurry of dolphin strandings that
took the lives of 44 of the sea
mammals has ended as mysteriously
as it began.
Experts from the New England
Aquarium and volunteers from the
Cape Cod Stranding Network kept
watch, but said there were no new
strandings Sunday.
"There's no more reports of
anything. They're just sort of keeping a watch out," said aquarium
spokeswoman Susan Knapp.
From late Thursday evening to
sundown Saturday, a total of 47
white-sided dolphins were stranded, Knapp said. Of those, 20 died,
24 were euthanized and three were
tagged and released back into the
ocean.
Such strandings are not uncom

Ronnie
For All

Investments Since 18.54

investment they will ever make, and insuring it just makes
good financial sense. But even more important than your
insurance policy is the service you get from your agent. So •
when you're looking for the coverage you need to protect your
investment, give me a call. I'll put my years of experience
and my commitment to personal service to work for
you. After all, your home is your
biggest investment. Doesn't it
deserve the best coverage you
INSURANCE
Your partner in protectton
can get?

to. *a.

See

Tire

For most people, buying a home is the single biggest
the
I for

NEW
and
USED

Your

Your Home Is Your
Biggest Investment.
Doesn't It Deserve
Grange Insurance?
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eater
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dom Fest is able to offer yard
sale space in the park. People who
live in the county often set up
booths in the new city park parking lot at the same price as those
who offer sales at their own homes."
Yard sale application fees are
$5 for individuals, and $10 for
businesses, church groups or other
organizations. Applications and fees
are due by April 26 to the Murray Tourism Commission,
Maps with descriptions of the
items to be sold at each yard sale
will be on sale for $1 each in the
Murray
Tourism
Commission
office, located at 805 N. 12th St..
April 30 from 8:30 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. and May 1 from 6 am.-noon.
For more information about participating in the yard sale or picking up a copy of the map, call
502-759-2199.

SUBSCRIBE

Paul Thomas Copeland, 73, West Main Street, Murray, died
Sunday. March 21. 1999, at 2:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

ningquest
ome-

Dolphin strandings
end mysteriously

CHECK OUT THIS
West Kentucky's Biggest Spring
Citywide Yard Sale will be held
May 1 from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Murray.
Bargain hunters from all around
will converge in Murray that day
for a day full of shopping. Seasoned yard salers won't want to
miss this opportunity to strike a
few good bargains.
"There are usually around 100
yard sales in town that day," said
Judy Gargus, executive director of
the Murray Tourism Commission
and Freedom Fest. "Believe it or
not, those 100 yard sales attract
shoppers from all over western Kentucky, as well as southern Illinois,
western Tennessee, and even southeastern Missouri.
According to Gargus, not only
people in town participate in the
yard sale.
"The citywide yard sale does
not exclude people in the county," Gargus said. "In cooperation
with the Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Dept., Free-

Paul Thomas Copeland

Cas-
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Mrs. Norma Taylor Myers, 76, State Street, Hazel, died Saturday, March 20, 1999, at 8:05 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
Her husband, Coleman P.'Myers, and one daughter, Ruth Myers,
preceded her in death. Born Oct. 6, 1922, she was the late Charles
A. Taylor and Ruth Harper Taylor. She was a member of Hazel
Church of Christ.
Survivors include one son, Stephen P. Myers and wife, Tina,
Hazel; one daughter, Mrs. Eva Lynn Hahn, and two grandchildren,
Fred Hahn and Stephen Hahn, all of Clinton Township, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Mary Hawk, Pointe Vedra Beach, Fla.; one brother, Charles Taylor and wife, Ernestine, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. Kenneth Edwards will officiate. Burial
will follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home in Hazel from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Monday).

Paul Cunningham
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Mrs. Norma Taylor Myers

George Harold Potts, 77, Outland School Road, Murray, died
Wednesday, March 17, 1999, at 6:15 p.m. at Mease-Dunedin Hospital, Dunedin, Fla.
A retired farmer, he was of Church of Christ faith and an
Army veteran of World War II.
One daughter, Linda Potts, two brothers, Gene Potts and Sherwood Potts, three half sisters, Bess Gingles, Christy Grey and
Amy Norsworthy, and two half brothers, Harry Potts and Durwood Potts, preceded him in death. Born May 26, 1921, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late George Madison Potts
and Allie Lee McIntosh Potts.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Annabelle Stamps Potts; one
brother, James Potts and wife, Thelma, Kirksey; two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Melba Potts, Paducah, and Mrs. Joyce Potts, Madisonville;
several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services were Sunday at 4 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. John Dale officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
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STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
206 South 4th • Murray
"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

The Kenlake Ladies Golf Association began their 1999 season with
14 members participating on March
17.
Winner with 15 putts was Helen
Hubbs. Blind hole winner was Freda
Elkins.
Other members present were
Bobbe Manning, Mary Madajczyk,
Joan Clements. Indira Allen, Louise
Parker. Ina Horton, Helen Roberts,

Norma Stephenson, Dotty Elliott,
Susan Thetford, Marsha Morris,
Hazel Hill and Jerri Williams.
All members are to report to
Kenlake Golf Course Wednesday
for their games at Lake Barkley
State Park. Transportation is scheduled to leave at 8:30 a.m.
Anyone interested in joining
this association is asked to call
Hazel Hill at 1-502-354-6535.

Special "Parent Power Workshops" are being plann
ed by the
Calloway County Family Resource Center, accor
ding to Trish
Barton, center staff member. More than 25 community
partners
are collaborating the workshops to help parents enhan
ce their
family life.
The first information session will be March 30 at 6
p.m. on
the bottom floor (back entrance) of University Churc
h of Christ,
North 12th and Highway 121 Bypass. The other
sessions will
be April 13 and 27, May 11 and 25, June 8 and 22
and July
13 and 27. Questions to be discussed include: How
can I get
my children to mind? How can my family be happi
er? and
How can I get control of my life?
Two $100 shopping sprees at Wal-Mart will be the
series'
grand prizes. Also included are free transportation
available,
free children's activities and childcare, and free refre
shments
and door prizes. For more information contact Trish
Barton at
762-7333.

AARP to hear about Hospice

Anniversary reception
scheduled on Sunday
Kindergarten student Ashton Blakely gets a
special clown at Murray Christian Academy.

We Can Help You Be
New and Thinner You!

Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin of 941 Brand
on Rd., Hazel, will
be honored at a reception in celebration of their
60th wedding anniversary on Sunday.
The reception. hosted by their children, will
be from 2 to 4:30
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend
. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married March 25, 1939, by
the Rev. K.G. Dunn
in the parsonage of Hazel Methodist Churc
h. This was a double wedding with the other couple being Ortis Key
and the late Clara Erwin
Key, sister of Mr. Erwin.
Mrs. Erwin, the former Brenda Mae Brand
on, is the daughter of
the late Curtis Brandon and Pearl Taylor Brand
on.
Mr. Erwin, a retired farmer, is the son of
the late Emmet Erwin
and Mary Outland Erwin.
They have four daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Parks
, Mrs. Linda Workman, Mrs. Sheila James and Mrs. Joanne
Mahan, and one son, James
Dale Erwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin have II grandchildre
n, one stepgrandchild,
nine great-grandchildren and three stepgr
eat-grandchildren.

Kathy
Farmer
lost
75-314 lbs.
and
106
inches

Shop ENGLISH FARMS For
Spectacular Easter Treats

New
Tanning
Beds
'3 visit
or '25
for
5 visits

•Jelly Belly
jelly Beans, Dutch Mints, Sugar-Free

•Easter Novelties For Children & Adults
Chocolate Bunnies, Lambs, Eggs

•Whole Bean Coffees
Fr. Vanilla, Hazelnut, Decaf Flavors

•Bright Easter Baskets
Custom-made in the Flavors and Hues of Spring

767-0780
Mort-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

Find the hidden
Easter Egg at English
Farms before April
4th.for an additional
1000 discount!

10th & Arcadia
M-F 9-5
Sat., April 3rd 10-2

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter No. 4437 of the Ameri
can Association of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday at 11:45
a.m. for
lunch at Green Horse Restaurant. Nancy Rose, director
of MurrayCalloway County Hospice Program, will speak at 12:15
p.m. outlining the program, its purpose, its needs and its future
, according
to Al Hough, program director. Dr. David Roos, presid
ent, urges
all members and interested persons to attend.

Special program Tuesday

"Ballet Magnificat!" will be presented Tuesd
ay at 7 p.m. in the
Murray State University Lovett Auditorium
. This is a non-profit
full time faith ministry based in Jackson, Miss.
Sponsor of the program is the New Life Christian Bookstore
of Murray who invites
the public to attend.

Oaks' ladies plan event

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club
will play bridge on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. For reservations and
cancellations call the
hostess, Mary Wells, at 753-7923.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Single

s Organizational Society (SOS) will meet
Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center (back
entrance). Don Hellkamp will be the speaker. The SOS is
a non-profit, nondenominational, social support group for singles wheth
er divorced, widowed or never married. For more information
call Vicky at 7595395.

West View events scheduled

West View Nursing Home will have music
at 8 a.m. each day
for the benefit of the residents and patients.
Tuesday events will
include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2
p.m. and MSU Time
at 6:30 p.m. Events on Wednesday will be Bible
Class at 10 a.m.,
Room Time at 10:30 a.m. and Popcorn and
Cokes at 2 p.m. On
Thursday Room Time will be at 9 a.m., Wal-M
art trip at 1:30 p.m.
and Station Two Music at 2 p.m. Scotts Grove
Baptist, Kirksey
Baptist and Russell's Chapel United Methodist
Churches conducted fellowships hours this past week at the
nursing home.

Hardin TOPS will meet

Hardin TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapt
er No. 495 will
meet Tuesday night at the Hardin Public Librar
y. The first visit is
free. All members and interested persons are invite
d. For information call Brenda Duncan at 753-8966.

Library events planned

Calloway County Public Library will have Parent
s and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hour at '10:30 a.m. on Tuesd
ay and Wednesday. Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, said
the theme will be
"Rabbits." All children are invited. For information
call the library
at 753-2288.
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CCHS plans conferences

Calloway County High School will host parent
-teacher conferences on Tuesday from 3:30 to 6 p.m.

HI-ENERGY

Leadership Alumni will meet

Leadership Murray Alumni will meet Tuesday
at noon at Pagliai's. Murray Mayor Freed Curd will be the
speaker.

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N. 12th St. • University Square • Murray

Ladies Night Out Tuesday

Ladies Night Out at the Murray Country Club
will be Tuesday
at the club house. A social hour will start
at 6 p.m. and the meal
will follow. For reservations call 753-9430.

753-1916 4VO SHARE Alt YOUR SOCIETY AIEWS.
famws. ox4cemewrs. wevezves AAV CW8 EVEA/TS)

C4Il

Solid Waste meeting tonight

A meeting to address solid waste management
issues in Calloway County will be tonight (Monday) at 7
p.m. in the Weaks
Community Center auditorium. Volunteers are
needed for this program. Anyone interested needs to attend this
meeting. If unable to
attend, call Rita Burton. Solid Waste Manag
ement Coordinator at
759-3549.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Amy Atcher
bride-elect of
Cliff Curd
join our

•Pillimports
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

•

Pier I Imports
is pleased to have
Jamie Anglin
bride-elect of
Phil Domke
join our
bridal registry.

Pier1 imports
Chestnut St.. Murray
753-1851
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Vegetable gardens need attention
Vegetable gardens have been a
mainstay every summer across Calloway County for many years.
Growing fresh vegetables for the
table is very gratifying for individuals, as well as a money saver
at the grocery store.
Successful vegetable gardens
take planning and attention to detail
in order to prosper.
Seven steps will usually need
to be examined before the garden
is planted for the growing season.
Garden plans should be sketched
on paper at the beginning of the
season. Drawing the plan can benefit growers in placing crops that
do well within a group of other
vegetables.
Also, planning from past sketches allows for some vegetables to
be rotated in different areas of the
garden from previous years.
This practice can help eliminate some disease problems, as
well as insects such as nematodes.
Selection of garden site is cru-

produce maximum production in
limited space.
Gardening with space limitations in mind will let one be much
more efficient in ground space and
have season long production of
vegetables.
Plant vegetables in the proper
season. Lettuce, cabbage, radishes
and other cool season vegetables
grow much better in early spring
and fall gardens.
Summer vegetables will not perform as well during these times.
Harvesting and proper storage
allows for longer lasting vegetables and better tasting dishes. Proper canning and freezing publications are also available at the University of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Office in Calloway County.
Much luck in your gardening
this season and if I can be of
service in your gardening experience give me a call at 753-1452.
Happy gardening.

GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
cial for success. Sites should allow
for the plants to receive at least
eight hours of sunlight per day
and be on a fairly level slope.
Well drained soil is important for
the home vegetable garden. Water
sources should be nearby for irrigation if needed.
Also, pay close attention to
large trees or buildings that may
shade the garden from sunlight.
Soil fertility and pH monitoring is vital in finer gardens. Imbalances of soil nutrients and other
soil components have direct impact
upon plant growth and production.
Soil tests may be obtained at
the Calloway County Cooperative

Extension Office for analysis which
covers nitrogen, phosphorous and
potassium. Also, pH can be altered
through applications of lime.
Garden size is important. Many
gardeners initially begin with too
large of a garden.
Big gardens demand much time
and attention. Weeds, insects and
other problems may present more
of a problem than one can tend
to and as a result the effort is
much less efficient.
Vegetables harvested at proper
times are more delicious than produce left on the plant too long as
a result of time deficiency.
Plan to grow vegetables that

Kentucky climate not good for some trees
You may experience joy this
Some plants are marginally suitspring when you discover that a ed to Kentucky. Although they
local store sells an attractive tree may not be recommended by
or shrub you've been wanting. But arborists or horticulturists, experiyour joy may turn to sorrow if enced gardeners may have success
you haven't done your homework with them.
prior to making your purchase.
"Dedicated gardeners can someThe fact is, some types of popular landscape plants simply don't times push the edge of the envelope by providing protected sites
grow well in Kentucky.
for
plants that are marginally
"I call it the 'southern magazine syndrome' because people who hardy," said Fountain. "One thing
subscribe to certain southern-ori- that will help is putting them in
ented magazines will often see a locations where winter sun will
photo of a colorful plant and then not hit them. This is especially
go buy it," said Bill Fountain, exten- true for rhododendron."
Some plants may grow well,
sion horticulture specialist in the
UK College of Agriculture. "The but may not give you the results
problem is, Kentucky has a win- you want. For example, the seedling
ter climate more similar to Michi- red maple often sold in this region
does not usually exhibit the bright
gan than to Mississippi."
fall
color often seen in photoAccording to Fountain, mass
graphs.
Putting this seedling-type
marketers of landscape plants often
lump Kentucky in with other in your yard may cause disapsouthern states in terms of distri- pointment if what you're wanting
bution. But Kentucky's winters is brilliant, red fall color.
"Our summers are different than
tend to be colder than states farthose in New England where you're
ther south, and won't support cermore likely to see the bright red
tain types of trees, shrubs, and
fall color," said Fountain. 'Wth
grasses.
the red maple it's best to go with
"Zoysia grass is an example. a
well-known name, such as the
as is the southern magnolia," Founcultivars October Glory, Red Suntain said. "The trouble with mag- set or Autumn Flame."
nolias is that on sunny winter days
Fountain said the most expenthose broad leaves will lose mois- sive plant you can put in your
ture. The moisture cannot be landscape is often the "free one."
replaced. so the result is that in Trees collected from Kentucky's
late May the leaves will turn
wooded areas, such as the box
brown."
elder, are fast growing and have
roots close to the surface. Fall
color on box elders tends to be
poor, and young plants tend to be
weedy and invade flower beds and
sidewalks.
"If a fast-growing tree gets too
big and causes problems with power
lines, or drops a branch on your
car, then the so-called 'free' tree
suddenly becomes very expensive,"
E.V. Acreas, Dexter. is a new said Fountain.
member of the American Angus
Association, reported Dick Spader, executive vice president of the
national organization with headquarters in St. Joseph, Mo.
The American Angus Association. with over 31,000 active adult
and junior members, is the largest
beef cattle registry association in
the world.
Its computerized records include
detailed information on over 13 million registered Angus.
The association records ancestral information and keeps records
of production on individual animals for its members.
These permanent records help
members select and mate the best
animals in their herds to produce
high quality, efficient breeding cattle which are then recorded with
the American Angus Association.
207 S. 7th St. • Murray
Most of these registered Angus •
•
are used by the U.S. farmers and
ranchers who raise high quality
beef for U.S. consumption.
• oreireee'leireeire—eirire

He said people are often impatient, and want plants to grow fast.
But growing fast isn't the only
feature to consider when choosing what's best for your landscape.
Unfortunately, fast-growing trees
are generally the ones most prone
to problems.
'Take arborvitae for example it grows fast but often invites a
host of other problems such as
spider mites, bag worms, ice damage and damage from pets," Fountain said.
If you want to avoid problems
this spring with your landscape
plant purchases, Fountain advised
learning as much about the plant
as possible.
For trees, you should look for
a large soil ball for the tree size,
good branching structure, and plants

Disaster assistance
deadline extended
Agriculture Secretary Dan
Glickman announced the extension
of the sign-up deadline for assistance provided by the 1999 Budget
Bill under the new Crop Loss Disaster Assistance Program.
The new deadline is April 9.
The sign-up was originally scheduled to end March 12.
"This money is badly needed
by farmers who suffered losses
due to natural disasters, the effects
of which are made worse by the
current slump in farm prices," said
Glickman. "We want to make sure
that everyone who's eligible has
a chance to participate."
More than $2 billion has been
authorized by the Congress to reimburse farmers hit by natural disasters and who suffered losses
greater than 35 percent of their
historic yields.
Farmers are eligible for compensation either for qualifying losses on 1998 crops, or losses in

any three or more crop years
between 1994 and 1998 where a
crop insurance indemnity or assistance under the non-insured crop
disaster assistance program was
received.
Farmers can receive payments
under either single-year or multiyear provisions, but not both. The
U. S. Department of Agriculture
will make payment to each eligible applicant at the higher of the
two levels.
Payments to farmers will be
prorated after all applications are
reviewed in order to stay within
the program's budget requirements.
Farmers can contact their local
USDA Service Center or Farm
Service Agency local office, usually listed in telephone directories
under "U.S. Government. Department of Agriculture." Crop loss payments will be made after all applications have been processed.
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Toughness. Power.
Control.

Senes3000 Model 3225 with 60" deck
• 22 HP Kohler Command V-Twin
OM'engine
• Hydrostatic dnve transmission with
cruise control
E-Vac's' PTO system for less stress on
engine and deck
• Power steenng. dnves like a luxury car
•60 shaft dnven Quick Attach mowing deck
As Low As
•

W/P

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
3
1
1

$186,,,..

24 1.-lour
Service

753-9132

Fountain said it's always a good
idea to seek the advice of a certified nurseryman, certified arborist,
or UK county extension agent for
agriculture or horticulture before
making your spring selection.

•

Acreas new
member of
association

You Stall
It...We
Haul It!
McCLARD'S
TOWING

not already showing signs of stress.
You should avoid buying a plant
for sentimental reasons, or because
you saw an attractive picture of
if in a magazine.
"We have lots of unusual plants
that are well-adapted to Kentucky,
and it's often enjoyable to plant
something different from your
neighbor," said Fountain. "But you
should make sure that whatever
you plant won't outgrow the location and cause problems or fail
because of extreme fluctuations in
weather."

Leroy Todd, Calloway County grain farmer, received the
Class Ill Category State Championship in Irrigated Corn with
196.28 bushels in 1998. Pictured with Todd is Dr. Morris
Bitzer, University of Kentucky Grain Crops Specialist.

$6,999.00
ook Interest for
12 Months**
Vfan.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 8.!

Lamb's Small Engine Repair
1111 Industrial Rd.• Nturra
753-2925
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Item

Price

Snapper Riding Mower 30"Cut
Snapper SelfPropelled Mower I Bag
14" Walk Behind Concrete Saw 8Hi!Honda Engine
8H.F!Logsplitter w Honda Engine
8 H.P Logsplitter w Kohler Engine
5 H.R Logsplitter w Briggs Engine
1500 psi Pressure Washer
Sets Scaffolding
31 2fl,P 22"cutPushmowers
Ditch Witch walk behind Trencher w 11 /1.11 Honda
John Deere 955 Tractor w Backho6 A Front End Loader

8695"...
$599"
S599"
$399'
$399'
$799'
$115x..
$79"..
$3,900%
$11,995'
••••

MURRAY
•

Pet Grooming Service
by
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

RENTAL SALES

Open Monday
thru
Friday 8-8

(502) 753-6749

CENTER
200 I. Mein Murray 7534201

Westside Veterinary Service

•

1271 Robertson Rd. South, Murray
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Sports
MONDAY, MARCH 22, 1999

Spartans stop UK short of Final Four
;.•*.
•

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Michigan
State finally acted like a No. 1
seed.
Facing an early 13-point deficit
against defending champion Kentucky in the Midwest Regional final,
the Spartans shrugged instead of
panicking and earned their first
trip to the Final Four in 21 years
with a 73-66 victory Sunday.
The link to Michigan State's
last glory days. 1979 NCAA championship hero Magic Johnson, was
among the Regional-record crowd
of 42,519. as the Spartans (33-4)
ran its victory streak to 22 in a

4 and 19-6 deficits and at one neath after the break, ending with
row.
But this group is new to the point was getting outrebounded 15- a 33-29 rebounding advantage.
"I don't really know how we
spotlight, so no one was bragging 7. It was enough for point guard
brua
Cleaves,
in
back in, nor do I care," said
got
involved
Mateen
its
(28-9)
about denying Kentucky
fourth straight appearance in the tal head-on-head collision with sixth man Morris Peterson, who
Oklahoma's Eduardo Najera on had 19 points and hit six key free
Final Four.
Friday night. to reach for the aspirin. throws in the final 28.9 seconds.
the
have
we
think
"I don't
"When they were up 17-4, they "I'm just happy we did."
swagger yet, not like Kentucky,"
Peterson, perhaps the best sixth
coach Tom lzzo said. "Maybe we (the headaches)started coming back
in the nation, also had 10
joked.
man
Cleaves
bit,"
little
a
showthe
in
swagger
a
have
can
The spunky Spartans turned it rebounds. He realized the enormiers, but I hope by the time we're
out, reality sets in. This is a start." into a one-point game at the half ty of the situation each time he
by going to a little-used weapon, stepped to the line in the closing
Well, maybe not just a start.
"It's probably as good a day the 3-pointer. Michigan State, which seconds, and hit nothing but net
as we've had at Michigan State averages four 3-pointers a game, on all six free throws.
"I wasn't nervous," Peterson
in a long, long time," Izzo said. was 5-for-II in the half. The SparMichigan State made three of tans shot 49 percent for the game said. "A lot of things started going
its first 15 shots to fall into 17- and flexed their muscles under- through my mind, and I realized

"He was off to a great start,"
Smith said. "I think that hurt us."
Seven of Padgett's points came
in the final 1:42 and his second
3-pointer in that stretch, with 18.8
seconds to go, cut the gap to 6966. But in the final six minutes
he also missed the front end of
the bonus and the second of two
free throws in another situation.
Padgett had a career-high 29
points in the second round against
Kansas, and scored 14 of his 17
points in the second half on Friday night against Miami.
"Every time I came off a screen,
they switched everything," Padgett
said.

this was a once-in-a-lifetime situation. I just wanted to take advantage of it."
Andre Hutson and A.J. Granger
each had 14 points and Cleaves
had 10 points and II assists.
Granger was instrumental in the
first-half comeback, going 3-for-3
from 3-point range.
It was a flat final chapter for
Kentucky seniors Scott Padgett and
Heshimu Evans, notorious by their
absence of production. Padgett had
11 points on 3-of-8 shooting and
Evans, after scoring 12 points in
the first 9:42, battled foul trouble
and went without a point the rest
of the way.
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Lakers post big
rally, beat Magic
115-104 Sunday

'Breds sweep
three-game
OVC series
at Morehead
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Orlando to 41 points in the second half to stop a two-game losing streak.
"People forget we went on a
10-game winning streak. We just
dropped the last two," Bryant said.
"We have been doing the right
things for quite some time."
"They are what they are, a traveling All-Star team," Magic coach
Chuck Daly said. "Shaquille O'Neal
is an all-star of all-stars. Kobe
Bryant, we probably saw his coming out party. We all know how
good he is going to be."
Bryant made 13 of 16 shots
after halftime, O'Neal made all
six of his attempts from the field
to finish 14 of 19 and Harper
made five 3-pointers en route to
a season-high 20 points.
What impressed Lakers coach
Kurt Rambis, though, was a dramatic change defensively after
allowing 63 points in the opening
half.
-1 just could not believe the
turnaround ... all the adjustments
Shaquille O'Neal scored 31
we made, the intensity, the guys
13
grabbed
points and
helping each other," the coach
rebounds in L.A.'s win at said. "It was beautiful to watch
Orlando.
how they worked so well together."

By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Dennis Rodman returned to the Los
Angeles Lakers, but not even the
carnival atmosphere that accompanied him could overshadow Kobe
Bryant or Shaquille O'Neal.
Bryant scored 33 of his careerhigh 38 points in the second half
and O'Neal had 31 points and 13
rebounds as the Lakers overcame
a 24-point deficit Sunday to beat
the Orlando Magic 115-104.
Rodman returned to the Lakers
for the nationally televised game
after being away from the team
for eight days for unspecified personal reasons.
But it was Bryant. O'Neal and
Derek Harper who keyed the big
comeback.
Los Angeles shot a season-best
60 percent, including 15 of 18
(83 percent) in the fourth quarter.
and with Rodman's help, held

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MOREHEAD,Ky. -- The Murray State Thoroughbreds opened Ohio Valley Conference
play with a three game sweep of Morehead
State this weekend.
The 'Breds finished the sweep in grand
fashion, scoring 11 runs over the last two innings
of Sunday's finale, including eight in the
ninth inning, for a 20-12 win.
"We had a really good weekend," said
Murray State coach Mike Thieke. "We got
outstanding pitching Saturday and great hitting Sunday."
Along with Saturday's 13-5 and 4-1 victories, Murray State now stands at 16-5-1
overall and 3-0 in the OVC. MSU faces
Memphis Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Reagan Field.
"It's a good start in the conference, but
it's only a start; we've got a long road ahead."
Thieke said. "Our team is really focused and
we're not dwelling on any wins or losses.
We just try to keep an even keel and play
the game."
In Sunday's second game, the Thoroughbreds trailed 12-9 after six innings, but tied
the game with three runs in the eighth then
won with the eight-run ninth.
• See Page 9
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First-time coaches join Duke in Final 'Four
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
f..-4t.--s6Son's Final Four was filled
with first-time coaches. This weekend, there
will be three debuts and a coach with a
chance to join a very exclusive list.
For Jim Calhoun of Connecticut, Jim
O'Brien of Ohio State and Tom Izzo of
Michigan State, St. Petersburg. Fla., will
be the site of their first Final Four.
For Mike Krzyzewski of Duke. this
weekend will be a chance for a third
national championship, a number reached
only by John Wooden, Adolph Rupp and
Bob Knight.
"You don't get a chance to play for

the national championship until you get
to the Final Four.- Krzyzewski said after
his top-ranked Blue Devils beat sixthseeded Temple 85-64 Sunday in the East
Regional final. "Now we can talk about
winning the national championship."
Most people expect Duke (36-1), which
has won 31 straight games, to do that
as the Blue Devils are the most prohibitive favorite since UNLV in 1991. That
year was Krzyzewski's first championship
and the Blue Devils ended UNLV's season in the national semifinals. They repeated in 1992, the fifth straight year Duke
reached the Final Four. Its last appearance was 1994.

"It's been a long time coming and it's
something I haven't experienced," fifthyear senior Trajan Langdon said. "Coming into this game I knew it was my
last chance to go to the Final Four."
Duke will play Michigan State on Saturday, a rematch of the Blue Devils' 7367 victory in December.
The Spartans (33-4) beat defending
champion Kentucky 73-66 Sunday in the
Midwest Regional, their 22nd straight
win, the last three all by less than 10
points.
"I don't even care about the next game
right now." Izzo said. "There are 37
games there's been pressure on this team

on," Calhoun said. "I'm sure ours fans
are going to come in mass. There's nothing like Husky Mania. People don't realize how much people in our state care."
Ohio State (27-8), at No. 4 the only
non-No. 1 seed to advance, shattered
some trivia with the 77-74 win over thirdseeded St. John's in the South Regional.
No team had ever reached the national semifinals without having been in the
tournament the year before. The Buckeyes were 8-22 last season and won just
one conference game. The addition of guard
Scoonie Penn, who came along with
O'Brien from Boston College, was the
key to the remarkable turnaround.

and I'm going to enjoy this day. I love
Duke, they're a great team and I'll deal
with them tomorrow."
Connecticut (32-2), the only other team
besides Duke to be ranked No. I this
season, always seemed to find a way not
to get to the Final Four. Whether it was
a buzzer-beater by Duke's Christian Laettner or a path that went through North
Carolina's home state, the Huskies had
never gotten there.
This time they advanced with a 6762 win over 10th-seeded Gonazaga in
the West Regional.
"Fate and other good teams and players got in the way and we didn't move

••••-.

Here we go again

SCHEDULE
MONDAY
BASEBALL
•Murray vs. Trigg
Reagan Field -- 4:30
*Calloway vs Mayfield
4:15
CCHS field

McGwire, Sosa in homer chase

TUESDAY
BASEBALL
'Calloway at Graves -- 4:30
•MSU vs. Memphis
Reagan field -- 2
TENNIS
Calloway vs. Lyon Co. -- 4
THURSDAY
BASEBALL
Murray at Grayson Co. -- 4
TENNIS
Calloway vs. St. Mary - 4
FRIDAY
BASEBALL
'Calloway vs. Carlisle Co.
CCHS field -- 4:30
•Murray at Greenwood -- 4
TENNIS
Calloway at Heath - 4

File photo

Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa have each
hit eight spring training homers.

•
* 9...
•
,
•

Jewish Hospital in St. Louis. According
The Associated Press
Mark McGwire homers to take over to pathology reports, his cancer was limthe lead. A few hours later, Sammy Sosa ited to his prostate gland and there is
homers to tie him at eight. This spring no trace of the disease in the lymph
training sure seems like last summer, as nodes.,
He is not expected to rejoin the team
far as the home run race is concerned.
"He's ready. I'm ready. He's got to for 6-to-12 weeks, but he will head to
do a job. I've got to do a job," Sosa Florida to recuperate. according to famsaid Sunday after hitting a three-run ily friend Jeff Wehling.
"He wants to be near the team, but
homer in the Chicago Cubs' 10-7 loss
to the San Francisco Giants at Mesa, he also thought it would be better to be
there because the weather is much warmer
Ariz.
McGwire hit a two-run shot in the than in New York and he can get out
third inning of the St. Louis Cardinals' and do his walking," Wehling said.
At Port Charlotte, Fla., the Texas
10-4 loss to Florida Marlins split squad
Rangers said reliever John Wetteland may
at Jupiter, Fla.
"For me, it doesn't take too long to start the season on the disabled list. Wetget ready." Sosa said. "I've been relaxed teland has been slowed by an ankle
and patient at home plate, and that's injury last month and muscle spasms in
helping me not to swing at pitches I should- his lower back.
"The delivery that I saw on Thursn't be swinging at."
manday,
I didn't like it at all," manager
Yankees
York
New
Meanwhile,
ager Joe Torre was released from Barnes- Johnny Oates said. "He just can't push
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off on that ankle well enough for me."
At Dunedin, Fla., the Boston Red Sox
said shortstop Nomar Garciaparra won't
return to the team until at least Wednesday while he undergoes tests on in California on his injured right elbow.
Dr. Lewis Yocum, the Anaheim Angels
physician, and Dr. Tony Daley will examine Boston's top offensive threat.
"He just needs to get checked out
now," Red Sox manager Jimy Williams
said Sunday.
At Peoria, Ariz., Country singer-turnedbaseball player Garth Brooks got his first
hit of spring training, singling up the
middle off Mike Sirotka in the San Diego
Padres' 11-8 loss to the Chicago White
Sox. It was his 10th plate appearance.
"I saw the second baseman dive and
the ball disappeared behind him," Brooks
said, "so I couldn't see what happened.
When the crowd stood up, I thought
'Holy cow!' "
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Lexington Catholic wins girls' state title

r SCOREBOARD

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
- Assumption won the game of
the year, but it was Lexington
Catholic that left the Girls' Sweet
Sixteen as state champions.
In a title game that felt anticlimactic after the drama of Assumption's semifinal upset of top-ranked
Montgomery County, the Lady
Knights used superior depth to
wear down the Rockets, winning
57-42.
Lexington Catholic capped its
first trip to the state tournament
with a championship, and 6-foot
senior forward Kelli Stamper captured tournament most valuable
player honors on the strength of a
I3-point, four-rebound performance.
While Stamper was a logical
choice for MVP, it was a tribute to
the depth of Lexington Catholic
that arguments could have been
made for at least two other Lady
Knights to win the award: Beth
Johnson, who led the team in title
game scoring with 16 points and

Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

75 3 - 96 27
410
.....

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies

NBA STANDINGS
All Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct GB
Miami
18
6
750 Orlando
18
8 692
1
Philadelphia
14
10 583
4
New York
11
15
577
4
Washington
10
417
14
8
Boston
8
3489 1/2
15
New Jersey
4
167 14
29
Central Division
Indiana
17
708 7
Milwaukee
14
10
583
3
Atlanta
14
11
5603 1/2
Detroit
14
11
5603 1/2
Cleveland
12
11
5224 1/2
Toronto
11
12 4785 1/2
Charlotte
9
14
3917 1/2
Chicago
8
17
3209 1/2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct GB
Utah
19
6
760 Houston
16
9 640
3
San Antonio
16
9 640
3
Minnesota
14
12 5385 1/2
Dallas
9
17
34610 1/2
Denver
7
18
280 12
Vancouver
20 200 14
5
Pacific Division
Portland
20
5 800
L.A. Lakers
18
9 .667
3
Seattle
12
11
522
7
Phoenix
12
13 .480
8
Sacramento
11
15 4239 1/2
Golden State
10
14
4179 1/2
L.A. Clippers
2
22 08317 1/2
Sunday's Games
L.A. Lakers 115, Orlando 104
Chicago 95, Boston 92, OT
Toronto 85, New York 81, OT
L.A. Clippers 100, Minnesota 85
Detroit 104, Utah 101, OT
Cleveland 88. New Jersey 85
Charlotte 94, Milwaukee 87
Denver 102, Seattle 98
Portland 91, Philadelphia 75
Monday's Games
Washington at Indiana, 6 p m.
Toronto at New Jersey. 6:30 p.m.
Atlanta at New York, 7 p.m.
Sacramento at Houston, 730 p.m.
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LA Lakers at Dallas. 7 30 p.m.
Detroit at Milwaukee. 7.30 p.m.
Vancouver at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Philadelphia at Seattle 9 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Charlotte at Orlando. 6-30 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m
Miami at Utah, 7 p m.
Denver at San Antonio, 730 p.m
Toronto at Chicago. 7 30 p.m.
Golden State at Portland, 9 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota at Boston, 6 pm
Chicago at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m.
Detroit at New Jersey. 6:30 p.m.
Indiana at Atlanta, 6 30 p.m.
Houston at Dallas. 7:30 p.m.
Miami at Milwaukee. 7:30 p.m.
Washington at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Philadelphia at Vancouver, 9 p.m.
New York at Sacramento, 930 p.m.
Phoenix at L A Lakers. 9130 p.m.
Golden State at L.A. Clippers, 9 30 p.m

NCAA TOURNAMENT
All Times CST
EAST REGIONAL
Regional Championship
Duke 85, Temple 64
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By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf_ Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)- One
look at Tim Herron and it's easy to
see why they call him Lumpy, why
the conversation is usually more
about club sandwiches than club
selection.
One look at his record and it
may be time to start mentioning
Herron's name with others at the
lower end of the deep class of stars
in their 20s.
His playoff victory over Tom
Lehman on Sunday in the Bay Hill
Invitational was his third in four
years on the PGA Tour. At 29, Herron now has as many victories as
Jim Furyk, and one more than Stuart Appleby.
The difference is when Herron
looks at the money list, and sees his
name well down in the charts, or
tries to figure out what it will take
to qualify for the Tour Championship.
"I notice that those guys are
consistent and getting in the money
quite a bit, which means top lOs
and things like that," Herron said.
"That was my goal this year, to get
a little more consistent. The more
opportunities you have, you can
win."
That certainly proved to be the
case Sunday.
After three days of cracks about
his eating habits -"The cookies
here are unreal," he said -and describing an exercise routine that
consists of five minutes of stretch-
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dished out six assists; and Kristin by Shelby County in the semifinals
Robertson, who had 12 points.
with an overpowering defensive
For Assumption, and its 6-3 star performance and wearing down AsJenni Benningfield, Saturday sumption.
night's championship game was a
"It's that big game," Stamper'
bitter ending to a day that began said afterward. "Everybody wants
sweetly, with the Rockets (34-4) it. We came out with a lot of
heart.
becoming the first Kentucky team
You've got your hands on it, you
this season to beat Montgomery
can have it. It's a matter of going
County, the heavy favorite to win
after it."
the tournament.
Coach Bob Tripure, who led
Returning to the court six hours
Lexington Catholic to the title in
after their dramatic 45-41 semifinal
his fifth season at the helm, said
upset, Assumption had little other
that kind of game-by-game imthan Benningfield's 21 points with
provement had been evident all
which to counter Lexington Cathoyear.
lic, and shot just 34.7 percent from
"We're the best passing team
the floor(17 of 49).
I've ever coached, we're the best
Much like the Ballard boys, who shooting team I've ever coached,"
followed a similar pattern in win- he said. "They
just progressively
ning their state title a week earlier, got better."
the Lady Knights (34-3) looked
Fatigue "was 150 percent of'our
sluggish in their early-round
problem," Assumption coach Tom
games. needing a Stamper jumper Creamer said, noting that his
team
in the lane to pull out a win over played the
last first-round game on
West Carter in the first round, and Thursday night
and played four
struggling to put away Presentation games in less than
48 hours.
in Friday's quarterfinals.
"Lexington Catholic didn't have
Lexington Catholic then turned a lot of trouble today," he said.
up the intensity Saturday, blowing "It's hard to play when the
legs go.

Rain changes Burton's IrBreds...
luck at Darlington

SOUTH REGIONAL
Regional Championship
Ohio State 77, St John's 74

From

MIDWEST REGIONAL
Regional Championship
Michigan State 73 Kentucky 66

By PETE IACOBELLI
AP Sports Writer
DARLINGTON, S.C. (AP)With a flat tire, no brakes and
sparks flying from underneath his
Ford, Jeff Burton's Darlington
dream looked done.
That's when a few drops of rain
changed his luck.
"I thought that was the end of
it." said Burton's car owner, Jack
Roush. "There are so many different ways to lose one of these, I
didn't think that we wouldn't run
another lap. I guess when it's your
day, it's your day."
Burton's car, covered in a black
99 tarp at the mouth of turn one.
was more ready for the garage than
victory lane. Its tire was at a 30-degree angle and Burton knew there
was no hope of winning if he had to
fire it up again.
"It's up to them." he said, urging
the clouds to pour. "We're either
going to win or finish dead last.
There's nothing else in between."
Roush general manager Buddy
Parrott said the team had the crash
cart ready and was planning a
lengthy brake job.
Moments later, Burton learned
he'd finally won at Darlington,
where he's come so close and run
so well the past three years. He had
finished second to Jeff Gordon the
past two Southern 500s and led the
most laps here a year ago before
getting passed 19 laps from the end
by winner Dale Jarrett.
At last, it was his turn.
"I'll take it any way we can get

WEST REGIONAL
Regional Championship
Connecticut 67. Gonzaga 62
THE FINAL FOUR
At Tropicana Field
St. Petersburg, Fla.
National Semifinals
Saturday, March 27
Ohio State (27-8) vs Connecticut (322), 4:42 pm.
Duke (36-1) vs Michigan State (33-4),
30 minutes after first game
National Championship
Monday, March 29
Semifinal winners. 8 18 p

Herron wins Bay Hill
in playoff over Lehman

i Corn-
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ing, Herron showed A game that
can stack up with the best of them.
In the final round of Bay Hill, it
did just fine against Lehman and
Davis Love III on a day packed
with high winds and high drama.
Herron made five knee-knocking putts for par that kept him in
the game, especially the 8-footer on
the par-3 17th-the same hole that
Lehman bogeyed to drop into a tie
for a lead, and that Love bogeyed
to fall out of the lead.
"I kept walking off the side of
the green thinking that eventually
he would miss one," Love said.
"He just kept pouring them right in
there. That was great."

Page 8

said. "Even his outs were good.
With this team you never know
who it's going to be leading the
way in hitting. It doesn't have to
always be the same guy."
Preston Hesley was the winning pitcher while John David
Poynor came on in relief in the
seventh inning.
In Saturday's opener, a 4-1
Thoroughbred win, MSU scored
one run in the third inning and
three in the fifth, holding Morehead scoreless until the seventh
(final) inning.
Murray State owned a 7-6 advantage in hits. Nathan Taylor was
2-for-3 -- including a home run - while Williams drove in two
runs.
"That was a big home run by
Nathan Taylor and we really hung
in there against (Morehead pitcher Jon) Rauch, who's one of the
top pitchers in the league," Thieke
said.
Greg Harvey went the distance
for the pitching win.

Morehead (9-10-1) out-hit Murray 17-16, but committed five
errors to Murray State's three.
Chris Williams went 5-for-6 for
the 'Breds with four RBIs while
Drew Graeter was 3-for-5. Dan
Loyd hit two home runs while
Robert Weatherly also homered.
"We had been hitting the ball
all game, but we really opened it
up late," Thieke said.
Todd Fox pitched the last two
innings for the pitching win, giving up two hits and striking out
one.
In Saturday's second game, Murray State used an eight-run third
inning to pull ahead early and win
13-5.
MSU out-hit Morehead 11-6.
Williams was 4-for-5 with two
RBIs while Brad Burns and Chris
Johnson added two hits each. Justin
Varitek drove in two runs.
"Chris Williams didn't have a
bad at-bat all weekend," Thieke

it," Burton said. "We had the best
car out there, so even if it stopped
raining, we deserved to win."
Burton won $161,900 and took
the series lead for the first time in
his career. He's seven points ahead
of Gordon, who is trying for a record-tying third straight Winston
Cup title.
There were 13 lead -changes
among eight drivers. Three caution
flags slowed the field for 18 laps,
limiting Burton's average speed to
121.294 mph.
Burton battled Jeremy Mayfield
and Jeff Gordon throughout the
$1.8 million race, which was delayed two hours, 47 minutes by
rain. It was Burton's seventh win of
his career.
Mayfield was second in a 1-2
Ford finish, followed by Gordon's
Chevrolet.

We missed a lot of easy shots."
Catie Knable, who had 15 points
in Assumption's win over Montgomery County, did not score until
late in the second half and finished
with two points. The Rockets' other
offensive option, Jeannette
Franken, scored only five points.
Even Benningfield had her troubles, scoring only seven points in
the second half and missing 10
straight shots during one stretch of
the third and fourth quarters.
Lexington Catholic took a 27-20
halftime lead as Benningfield had
five rebounds and 14 points, but
was getting no help from her teammates.
A short-lived Assumption run at
the start of the third quarter closed
the gap to 29-24 on Franken's layup, but that was as close as the
Rockets would get.
A layup by Singleton, the Lexington Catholic center, off a broken
Assumption press got the lead back
to seven, and moments later her layup and free throw with 3:10 left in
the third quarter pushed the lead
into double digits.

PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,

DEAR

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A

PRIME UPGRADE SPECIAL
NOM

Nobody can protect your

AUTO
any better than
we can!

State Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

Haverstock
and

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM

211 S. 12th St.

Murray, KY

Suiter

753-3415

FREE BASIC PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
Requires a 1-rear programming commitment

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

YOU'LL ENJOY:

Murray State Basebalf

4,
, EVERY YEAR WITH AMERICA'S BEST
11‘111,,
,
1!. 4
4
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE!

..19
$0

• No more lease payments-YOU OWN IT!
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•Improved Programming Values
- No Rate Increase Guaranteed -
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Hundreds of programming options, including
Sports, Movies, Music and Internhtional programming.

QVC 4
.}
.41Krik

BEASLEY'S ANTENNA &
SATELLITE

NETWORK

1801 Bell Ave.• Paris • 642-4077
500 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY • 502-759-0901

More Channels...More Choices7
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

Ad Deadlines

(1,-%S•IFIED ‘I) R k 11..1

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
tAll 3 Ads Masi /GA Mnihtn 6 Dal Perked

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"

'VISA

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks• In Memory
• Happy Ads

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads 56 00 nunirnum laa day tie per axed per do tor each additional consecutive day
, Classifieds o into Shopping Guadel 52 00 esua foe blind box ads
I
5200 extra for S

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information cat
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'ee °cat cam send ceALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700

Notice

Notice

ARE THINGS getting a little HAIRY? Banish the
worry of shaving. waxing
& tweezing permanently
Call Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare.
753-5900
Leigh Knight. CE
ATTENTION
Pnmestar Customers!
For A limited time you can
trade your Pnmestar bill
for an 18" digital satellite
system Free- that's rightthe equipment & installation are Free. Programming starts with Amenca's
top 40 channels for
$1999. You can also receive ABC, NBC. CBS,
PBS. & FOX. Call 901642-4077 Beasley Antenna & Satellite

BIBLE message 759-5177

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
4

-Lighted 10'x30' Outdoor Signs
-Highway 641 N., Murray, KY
-High Visibility -High Traffic Count

502-753-4811

Call

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to..

BOOKKEEPING
Reasonable rates
References, 15+ years
experience, professional,
personal service. Computerized. Call Joanne
759-1519.

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

With 12, 24 or 36

A Place For Everything &
Everything In Its Place
.Au-ard Winning .creeShile• SItelring From:
• Upscale Organizing System • Customize Your Closets
• Constructed Of Strong industrial Grade Steel In White Epoxy Finish
• Maintenance Free • Environmentally Friendly
Professionally. Installed & Serviced by:

r_i7r Interior Solutions
Edward Peery

753-4499
Fax 753-7221

"STOP"
EA

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

MARCH 22

DON'T you have better
things to do than clean?
BLUE MOON is a small licensed cleaning service
dedicated to customer
service & satisfaction Call
753-6026

Samantha

MISSING 2-3 weeks_ Long
hair black male cat, white
on stomach, chest & stripe
up face. White "socks"
Family pet, child heartbroken. Reward 759-1586
Hospital area.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

060
Help Wonted
COMMUNICATIONS Ca
bling Company accepting
applications for experienced and entry level positions. Conduit and electrical experience a plus
Must be willing to travel
Salary based on experience. Fax resumes and inquiry's to Data Link Com502-527munications.
2202

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Nesse give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

150

Help Wonted

Artities
For Sift

SALESPERSON needed
to sale PowerClaim, our
property insurance adjusting software package. Salary plus commission. Must
be comfortable with phone
and really want to make
money. No cold sales. Ad
lusters use PowerClaim
FREE for 30 days before
you ask for the sale. Span
ish speaking a plus but not
required. Contact Gale
Hawkins at 502-753-7001
or leave resume at Hawkins Research, Inc. 1304
Chestnut Street Suite E.
Murray, KY.

Factory
COOKWARE
clearance! We quit doing
dinner parties! Have a few
beautiful new 17pc sets
left' 7-plyl 100% waterless!
Was $1,599, now $3941
$70 bonus! 800-434-4628

SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has general full time inside
sales positions available.
Hours Mon-Fri, 8-5. Call
Charlene in sales after
3:30pm. 759-1600.
060

060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

HalP Wanted
Full time prnduce
person needed.
FAperienee preferred.
hut %%ill train. 1ppl
to P.O. Bo\ 1040-0.
Niurra. KN. 421171

NOW hiring waitresses .
dancers & D J. at the Foxy
Lady. Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.
NOW hiring. part time/
possibly full time, Greenhouse assistant Must be a
NEED OTR home on people person. Apply at
weekends Assigned trac- Hoffman's Nursery, 94E
tors & call (901)-247-5856
No phone calls please

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - incUShopper $195.
Call 753-1916 for details.
Are You Looking For Security?
Are in you in need of a place to store
your valuables? There's no need to
look any further- we have what you
need!
Security Gate • Low Rates

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
(Full time) Commercial
1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071
printing operation, some
experience desirable
GRAPHIC DESIGN
clEPr_Pc_P
CIP
TYPESETTING
i'Full time Commercial
printing operation. experience with PageMaker.
Quark X-Press Photoshop
• Individual • Business •
required
BINDERY WORKER
•Eleetronic Filing •
DELIVERY PERSON
Previous experience helpful, will train person with
good references
Please apply at:
Printing Services and
Supplies, 102 N. 4th St.
LICENSED BEAUTICIAN
'Full Time (Mon-Fri)
'Excellent benefit package
*Must be licensed in state
of Kentucky with six
months to one year experience
*Pick up application or
"Still" Family
send resume to West
1401
View Nursing Home,
South 16th Street, Murray
Custom designing & individual
KY 42071
craftsmanship continue to be our
LOTTERY/ Tobacco store
has part time opening
available Flexible hours
must be able to work with
Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.
the public Apply at Chek
753-1962
Mart in Hazel or call 4926166
MURRAY Calloway County Parks seeks seasonal
CT1159)
workers for the maintenance dept One day position, one on evenings/
weekends Work includes
Fin*' Furnishings at "Eueryday" Discount Price
mowing, field preparation.
-Norwalk •Stanley -Hooker
supervision, garbage pickKimball -Universal -Broyhill
Perup, and other duties
-Pulaski -Restonic -Rasget -Kesler
sons will be working outI %., 00.
"Co...
side and must be able to
lift and move 50Ibs AppliFree
Downtown
cations may be picked up
Financing
Murray
M-F at 900 Payne Street,
Murray

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
753-5562

INTCCOME TAX.

PAGE
BOOKKEEPING
(.1 TAX SERVICE
753-8107

Calloway Monument Co.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

ih4o

Zeigh

Lost and Found

Call 7153-1916

Wiggins Furniture

Sweet 1

Owned & Operated
"Specialty"

•
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

DRIVERS

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced OTR Drivers for
our MURRAY, KY
operation.
WE OFFER:
*$38.000 per year
aver
.Exc
Ilent Benefits
'Paid Holidays
•1 Week Paid
Vacation in 6 mo.
•2 Weeks in a Year
*Company Paid
Pension Plan
•401K, Safety Bonus
*Late Model
Equipment
•Home Weekends
and During Week
WE REQUIRE:
*2 years experience
in last 5 years
*Minimum 23 years of
age
'Good Driving Record
•Pass DOT
Physical/Drug
Please call
1-800-782-8759.
Ask for Ben or Mike
-••••

MATTRESS' Smith Matress Factory, Symsonia
Ky 502-851-3160.
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
STEEL Buildings! Incredible savings! 30'x40' thru
120'x260'. Drop off or turnkey. Jett White 753-9581.
WEDDING dress, Bridesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10. Call 759-5339.
after 6pm.

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR MARINA
Needs store clerk, knowledgeable about fishing
and boats helpful. Rotating
shift- 4 days a week, must
be able to work weekends
and holidays when scheduled. Retirees welcome.
Call weekdays only. between 9:00 to 400 for interview and job application. 502-354-6568. Located on Hwy 68 at Jonathan
Creek
WANTED: Individuals 55
years of age or older to
work in the Senior Community Service Employment Program (Title V).
Will be working with the
Calloway Co. Senior Citizens' meals program,
twenty (20) hours per
week at $5 15 per hour.
Fringe benefits For application, please contact Gaila Jo Gay at West Kentucky Allied Services (502)
247-4046 or Mr. Randy
Smith, Calloway Co. Senior Citizens Director at
(502) 753-0929. EOE.
WANTED: OTR Drivers.
Must be 23yrs old, w/CDL
and clean MVR. Conventional trucks w/big sleepers & air ride. Home on
weekends. Mostly 500
mile radius. 502-382-3940,
502-382-2715 alter 5pm.

PAINTERS: Black's Decorating Center of Murray,
KY is recruiting for experienced painters, $9.00 per
hour to start with Opportunities for advancement
and benefits. Affordable
group health insurance
available Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
502-759-8609. No walk in
applications being accepted. Equal Opportunity employer
POSITION available for a
dental hygienist (24-28)
hrs for a progressive, caring dental practice in the
Henry County Benton
County area Must be gentle and professional Send
resume to PO box #310HR Pans TN 38242
SALES A local multi-million dollar company seeks
a highly motivated sales
representative for the locatarea Income is lucrative,
limited only to the candidates sales ability Position requires individual
with reliable vehicle who is
disciplined organized and
possesses excellent business skills Submit resume
to PO Box 1707, Murray.
KY 42071 or (FAX) 502753-9434 No phone calls
please

NO down
ready for
767-9435

Special Price

060
020

PROM do
with seqi
shoes, $4
once, sell

1

180
Lawn & Garden
ALMO Country Store and
Crawford's Garden Center.
Intersection 1824 & 464,
Almo, KY. 753-1934. New
selection of concrete lawn
ornaments, glazing balls,
bird baths, water fountains, etc. visit the gift
shop for hospital, funeral
homes, and special occasions. We deliver! Bedding
plants arriving soon.

13140am:es

23 cubic foot Kenmore
deep freeze. Call 7534828

2PC living room group
$14.95/wk Call 753-4663
7PC. living room suit $850.
Great starter set! 7539798.
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
household
COMPLETE
items out of 7 apts. Stove.
Refrig. Everything must
go, wall to wall. 753-5865.

070
Domestic &
ChOdsere
BABYSITTER needed in
my home 436-2481
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
I do house cleaning, I have
room for one large or two
small homes Rep/Exp
436-6183
WILL do housecleaning.
offices, retail business
Please call 753-1016

1980-83 MAZDA pickup &
1992-94 Mercury Cougar
for parts cars Also want to
buy frost free refrigerator,
air conditioner & good
uses carpet 753-4109
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th, Murray
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or aft. Call 753-3633.
WANTED: Riding mowers,
go-carts. & 4-wheelers that
need work. 436-2867

GE11116OLD

SIMMONS Beauty Rest
queen size waterbed. Box
springs and tubular mattress set. Sealy Posturepectic twin size box springs
and mattress set. Both are
in very good condition.
Call 753-5136.
SOFA, recliner, swivel
rocker, 3 solid oak end tables, 2 lamps. Like new.
753-8200.

WD Allis Chalmers tractor,
Gleaner combine, & 2 row
tobacco setter. 435-4196

1 used Baldwin Acrosonic
piano $1500 Cherry finish. Free delivery. See in
person at Thurman Furniture. 753-4834
PIANO/ organ lessons.
Older beginners & adults
preferred First lesson free
753-1810
SMALL upright piano, very
good condition. $300. 7531050

Vegetable Workers
Needed

14X70 FLI
1 bath, R
washer,
753-9866.
1984 14)(
delivered
$4950. 75
6885.
1986 But
Home, 14x
dition, 2 br
appliances
goes. All
C/A unit. V
1987 14X
2br, 2 bath
527-5011.
1992 Clayt
bile home,
vaulted cei
washer an
Must sell $
4649.
1996 16x8(
Excelle
3Br. 2 bath
Must :
Me
$1361
753-8010
1998 16x8i
2bath. Will
over payme
MUST SEE
68 approx.
2x6 EXT. V)
pet, oak ca
stiles, & n
$49,900.00
housing d
Mobile Hot
79E, Paris,
4891.
Over 60 r
choose fror
leader. Di
Homes, Int
Pans, TN 1.

2/ 2Br, see
pets 1/527
8808 outsic
2BR, 1 ba
94E, 4 mile

cD

5-7-99 to 9-1-99

You
Pe

75% time guaranteed, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation & subsistence paid when half of contract is
met. $6.28/hr. harvesting vegetables.
Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

(Clip

Professional Truck Driers

1-Comb

Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days

Air.

C

Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

Rentals
▪ Area's L
▪ Social ii
•.} Discoun

co,

Court Squi
Pans, TN
19011 64:

800-925-5133
www.thrs.com

Insure(

oteleirk

Das
‘.irW
David

B(

Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, 1.11wraa
Itaintotg

502-759-8662 or
02-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

Alitre•

1;161 1‘7 ‘4
'N4-1:11•

COI

Metal Roofing

1

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

asi-ra sin ...is

302 4th S

(IL

0
7:
114
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

For Rant

4- Sale or lease 641
slaughter house, government approved drainage &
equipment will go with it
489-2808
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views. Wedding arrangements 800-893-7274. Vacation lodging,
800-634-5814

Howes For Ss

Immo Rentals

Apartmts For Rant

•

1 could be 2br upstairs gaNOW taking applications
! 4 Immediate Disposal !
Neon Beach
rage apartment Washer/ for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Repossess, must sell,
Apply
dryer
No
Apartat
pets
Mur-Cal
Close
brand new R30 insulated
to
Mini-Sto
rage
2BR, 2 bath, 12x65, gas
pre tab panel home Highheat Rent to own 759- Hospital and MSU $295. ments, 902 Northwood Dr
All Size Units
month, $295 deposit. Call Equal Housing Opportuniest quality Fast, easy as4118
Available
ty. 759-4984. TDDI 1-800sembly on your founda2BR, sewer & water No 759-1094 after 5:30 p.m.
247-2510.
1
OR
tion Never erected 4bed2br
apts.
near
downpets 1/$275 527-8808
1-800-874-6032.
room.
town
Murray
starting
at
RED
OAKS
APARToutside Hardin
Sacrifice!!
$200/mo.
753-4109.
MENTS
Make
it
your
NORTHWOOD
storage
MOBILE home lots for rent
1405B
VALLEYWOOD. home! Great 1 or 2br presently has units availa- 2 OR 3br house on 2
527-8808.
2br. 1 bath, newly painted apartments with great ble 753-2905 or 753- acres in a country setting
NICE 2br trailer, no pets
& carpeted, room length
price, central h/a, laundry 7536
only 5 minutes from town.
753-9866
closets. Kitchen applian- facilities. Office hours
2 out buildings, central h./a.
ces, washer/ dryer hook- 8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fn.
$72.000. Call 753-3962
up. .Garage size storage (502)753-8668,
Equal
leave message.
building in rear, $450/mo, Housing Opportunity.
3 Bedroom, 2 bath, dining
1/2 ACRE lot, $100 month $450 deposit. Responsible
VERY roomy 2br. 2 bath
room with fireAll Sizes Available room, great
753-6012
PROM dress, size 14-red
for mowing 1/2 yard. No duplex w/garage, applianplace, eat in kitchen with
with sequins and clear LOTS for single & double pets. Leave message. ces furnished, central gas
dishwasher, stove, 2 car
shoes, $400 dress worn wides
hia, 1 yr lease, 1 mo. destarting
at 753-3018, 753-6147.
attached garage. Large
once, sell $150 489-2141 $85/month, 753-9270
1BR apartment across posit. No pets. 753-2905.
closet, attic, decks, enMOBILE home lots for street from MSU. Unfur- X-TRA nice 2br duplex, all
closed patio, 14x 20 worknished, has w/d, no pets, appliances, 1821 Ridge&Supplies
ent 527-8808
shop, 2 year old C/H/A.
lyr lease. More informa- wood, $450/mo
Drive.
Oxford
1503
tion, Rogers Enterprises, 2BR, 2 bath duplex w/ga 4-SALE golden retriever $107,500 753-9262
NO down payment Lot
753-5140, night 767-9230
rage,
Oakhill, puppies Female $125 3BR, 1 bath,
1706
bnck home
ready for mobile home
Male $150 Call after 1 24x30 garage. 12x20 of$600/mo. 753-7457.
1BR apt available, all ap767-9435
pm
fice building on 1.79 acres.
Office Space pliances furnished. MurAKC Registerd Golden $77,500 obo. Benton area.
Various size units
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
Mobile Homes For Sale
Retriever puppies. 5 males 527-2576.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
Walnut Plaza
ready 3/20/99. Shots & 3BR, 2 bath, brick mainteroom
w/d, available now Cole- SLEEPING
104 N. 5th
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
wormed, $160. Move over nance free home, in the
$150/mo Coleman RE,
man RE 759-4118.
1 bath, microwave, dish753-8302 or
Easter bunny. Call 436- $70's. 753-8245.
753-9898
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
washer, washer & dryer.
5013 Days or 436-2734 4BR, 2 story home, near
753-9621
Coleman RE 759-4118.
753-9866
Evenings.
university, dining room &
2BR apt in Northwood.
1984 14x76 Commodore COMMERCIAL
Houses For Rent
AKC Registered Miniature basement. Priced in $70's.
building $325/mo. Call 753-3964
delivered and set up. over 1800sq ft., 3 over- after 6:30p.m.
Datsun puppies. Red $250 753-1040.
$4950. 753-7975 or 753- head doors. Location, 5 2BR Duplex with carport, 1BR duplex $225, 505 each. 759-3537.
DUPLEX for sale. 2br, and
6885.
Broad, 2br $235, 720 1/2 DOG Kennels, 10'x10'x6', a bath on each side.
points. More information.
central h/a. 18021/2-A
1986 Buccaneer Mobile
$184.95. Also available, $85,000. in Northwood.
Rogers Enterprises
Monroe Ave. $375. Depos- Sycamore 492-8225
Home, 14x 66. Good con753-5140
it. 1 year lease, no pets. 2 bedroom, one mile out, Underground Electronic 759-4406.
dition, 2 br, 1 bath, kitchen
on 121 South One month pet fences. Farmers Farm- EAST Y Subdivision 3br,
DOWNTOWN office space 753-8002.
appliances,
microwave available. Rent
bnck ranch, $80's.
from $95 to 2BR Duplex, 2br apart- rent with deposit- 753- acy, 759-2248.
goes. All electric, 1998 $150/mo,
753-0444
including utilit- ment. bath nice. Call Mur- 6444
C/A unit. $9500. obo.
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
ies. Call Greg McNutt, Cal Realty. 753-4444.
EVER dreamed of living
Pets& Supplies
1987 14X70 Buccaneer, 753-4451.
2BR duplex, central h/a, & deposit required.
on the lake with only a few
2br, 2 bath. $10,000. 502appliances
furnished.
753-4109.
NOW RENTING
DOG obedience classes o neighbors? 3. 4br, bi-level
527-5011.
Offices of various sizes Available now. Coleman 2BR house appliances furpnvate Serving Murray 17 brick house, 2 bath, ga1992 Clayton 14x 60 mo- and prices. Furnished
RE
759-4118.
nished,
w/d hook-up. No
or
rage, carport, back patio,
years 436-2858
bile home, 2br & 1 bath, unfurnished, paid utilities.
2BR new apartment, cen- pets. 753-0728 after 4pm.
large detached garage.
vaulted ceilings, new dishtral h/a, dishwasher, w/d. 3 bedroom, nice location, EASTER special, adorable
PROFESSIONAL
Private
dock access.
washer and light fixtures.
BUILDING
Diuguid Drive. $400/mo. close to schools, low in- AKC puppies. Bichon Fnse
$85,000.
436-5576.
Must sell $7900. obo. 759male
Pomeranian
$100.
415 S. 4th St.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
come, equal housing op4649.
Black female $100. Pem- Shown by appt. only!
759-0633, 436-2856 eve- 2BR, 1 bath apartment, portunity. 436-5685.
1996 16x80 FLEETVVOOD nings.
Wiswell Road, all applian- 3BR, 1 bath, brick, 1 car broke Welsh Corgi female LARGE 3-4 bedroom, full
Excellent condition
382-2831.
basement, double garage/
OFFICE or retail space in ces. Call Mur-Cal 753- attached garage, central $200.
3Br, 2 bath. Vinyl, shingle.
FOR
Sale
UKC registered workshop attached. Small
heat & air. Sycamore &
the Southside Shopping 4444
Must see in Fox
Woodlawn. $495/mo plus American Eskimo (spitz) monthly down payments,
Center. 753-6612 or 7532BR, 1 bath w/carport,
Meadows.
security
deposit, no dogs. puppies. 1 male, 3 fe- qualified buyer. Centrally
4509.
central h/a, appliances fur$135 to move in
males. $100. each. Day located. 753-3690.
474-2520.
753-8010 or 841-1985.
nished, $475/mo, 1yr
3BR, 2 bath brick, 8 miles 753-0882, Night 759-9896. LOOKING for a new
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7531998 16x80 Legend, 3br,
north. $600/mo. plus de- SHELTIES, (toy Collies), home? Here's one of the
2905 or 753-7536.
2bath. Will sale for taking
AKC Sable & White & Tr'
best! New house nearing
posit. 753-8582.
over payments. 435-4401.
502-354-8211.
2BR, 11/2 bath town- NICE 2 or 3br. farm house.
completion. Stop by 1317
MUST SEE! All new 32 x
Oakhill Drive in Cambell
1 & 2BR apartments, are house, appliances furnish- 1 bath, stove/ refrigerator,
68 approx. 1963 SQ. FT.,
Est. or call 753-3903 for
professionally cleaned be- ed, with washer & dryer. furnished, Central gas
ock & Supplies
2x6 EXT. Walls plush caran appointment.
fore you move in. Call No pets. 753-2905.
heat. Washer/ Dryer hook
pet. oak cabinet door and
HI-MAG Mineral. $7.95 to LOVINGLY
maintained
Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444. 2BR, 2 bath duplex, ga- up. 753-2905.
stiles, & much more for
rage. Large deck, gas
50Ib bag. Farmers Farma three bedroom, two bath
1
BEDROOM
Apt.
for
rent
$49,900.00 w/cha. See the
heat, low utilities. Quit
home in Sherwood Forest.
cy, 759-2248.
Storage Rentals
housing dealer Dinkins close to college $200/mo. neighborhood. 436-2834.
Living
room, family room
Mobile Homes, Inc. HWY 759-4138.
2BR, central gas h/a, apwith fireplace, formal dinReal
Estate
1
BEDROOM,
1
bath,
11/2
79E, Paris. TN 1-800-642ing room, kitchen, laundry
furnished.
blocks from MSU. Newly pliances
4891.
Coleman RE.
$300/mo.
KOPPERUD Realty has room with shower, garage.
Over 60 new homes to remodeled. No pets, referdelight
753-9898.
in
buyers waiting to purchase Gardener's
ences
required.
$235
choose from. The housing
Spring. Summer and Fall.
Town4BR,
bath
21/2
all
price
homesranges.
If
monthly
plus deposit. 753leader. Dinkins Mobile
house, 1217 North 16th.
you are thinking of selling $96000. Adjoining lot
Homes, Inc., HWY 79E, 3949 or 759-3050 after Available now. Coleman
759-1387.
contact
one of our courte- available
6pm.
Pans. TN 1-800-642-4891.
119 Main • 753-6266
RE 759-4118.
ous and
professional Agents welcome.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
agents at 753-1222 or stop NEW construction. Just
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath, wid
C-STORAGE
completed and ready to
central gas h/a, appliances
by our office at 711 Main.
hookup, 11/2 blocks from
furnished, including w/d, 10x15 storage units, 4th St
move into. 3BR, 2bath,
MSU. Newly remodeled.
master suite has lg. bath
1yr lease. 1 mo deposit, & Sycamore E Next to
No pets, references reCunningham Auto Repair.
w/separate shower &
No pets. 753-2905.
2/ 2Br. sewer & water. No quired $285 monthly plus NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3753-3571
whirlpool: form dr, family
UNFINISHED
cabin
24X24
or
759753-3949
pets 1/5275 1/5300. 527- deposit.
room. lg. breakfast nook.
4br house w/washer & dryCREEKVIEW
near lake in Anderson
3050 after 6 pm.
Cathedral ceilings & vent
8808 outside Hardin.
er. furnished, near MSU
Self-storage warehouses Shores, $10,500
free fireplace. concrete
2BR, 1 bath, doublewide, 1BR apartment, no pets, Inquire at 1210 Main St on Center Drive behind
759-9466
753-1252 before 5pm. Shoney's 520-$40/mo
deck, lg. lot, bonus room
94E, 4 miles 759-4118
near campus. 753-5980.
ON Kentucky Lake, 4br, 2 over garage. 2,000sq ft liv753-0606 after 5pm
759-4081.
baths rustic cottage on 1.3 ing, super nice neighborTVA, hood $142,500. Open on
Joining
acres
$82,000. Call Jones & Sundays from 2-5 753Ross Realty. owners/ 1500 or 559-2175 802
agents 527-7224.
Nancy Drive_
440
NEW house nearing comLots For Sale
pletion at 1302 Larkspur in
Cambell sub. 3br. 2 bath
LOT for sale in Misty bnck with 10' ceiling in livMeadows Subdivision by ing room/ dining room.
Oaks Country Club. Call Tray ceiling in master bedafter 5pm. 753-8432.
room, whirlpool, white cabLOT for sale on Bluebird inets, hardwood floors in
\ (Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Drive. $15.000. Call 489- hallways and kitchen. Fireplace, porches, steps lead2922.
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
ing to attic storage. 759NORTH WOOD
Formal Wear
,-0
4586.
BUSINESS PARK
McGary
ifir.sej ig and Limousine 31.abt'4.11:55
1 25- 2.5 Acre lots for
STARTER home, recently
Does Your Policy Pay 100q
business & light industry.
remodeled, 2br on 3/4
4
0 e=iM
of the Deductibles?
City limits. All utilities. 753- acres. 641 N to 464 W.,
y\, Over 25 Years In Business
1362 ext. 129.
MEDICARE
$42.500 759-9466
28R, 14'x70' call 4928488

1984 LTD. 6cyl. Fuel in
jected Body solid, no rust
$800 436-2874

wivel
id tanew.

IJ

and
enter.
464.
New
lawn
balls,
foun? gift
Jneral
occaK1ding

ractor
2 row
.196

osonic
ry fin3ee in
Fumi-

ssons
adults
)n free

o, very
D 753-

753-3853

641 Storage

les.

vice

Court Square West
Pans, TN 38242 Weddings, Proms
\
....zoir 642-5300
and Banquets.

Iriured

Part B. Call me for more information.

304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
15021753-1300

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Completely Mobile

iMurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
‘711
1
Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick
David Borders

Phone (502) 759-4734

r

Ed's Wheel Alignment

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Alignment & Complete Brake
j
Service, Struts and Shocks etc
Mon.-Fri.
700-400

All Types ,f FletuSe Senoce

Edmon Jones, Owner
15021 753-1351

144)

Collectible Treasures
(11/2 blocks from

Your Ad Could
Be Here For

Main St.)502-492-6206

TAX SHOP
CAROL BLOCK, EA

Campers
1985 20FT Prowler 7536773 after 5pm
30FT 1990 Dutchman
Travel Trailer. Air, awning,
hitch, spare. Queen bed,
extras Excellent condition.
57200 '53-7292.
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Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed I iii is 10115
www.automobilesonline.com

$100
Online lash

Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

Rebate

DWAIN
TAYLOR
(:/de,,ro/e*
OF MURRAY. KS

PICTURE PERFECT
1414M/SERVICE
Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal

Seeding
Bed Mulching
Weed & Insect
Control

Shrub Trimming
Lawn Renovation
Water Gardens

Carlie Staples

733-7083

Free

EStjaiates

Let Us Take The Upmost Care Of Your Lawn

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. with bluepnnts & specifications
we can give you a contract pnce before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
large or imall

Bruce Green
BuüthWContTuctor, Inc.

(502)7534043
LICENSED

1976 Bomber boat, 70hp
motor and trailer 4362751
1983 17 Ebbtide Dyna
Track. 115 Mercury, fully
equiped Low hr 7536300 $4000
1991 Laser bass boat, 18ft
w.,200hp Mariner $8500,
Days 753-0839.
cbo
nights 753-6895

INSURED
• Free Estimates
• 24 Hr. Service
• Hedge Trimming
• Tree & Stump Removal
• Tree Trimming
• Cleanup Service
• Full Line ofEquipment

2 GP 1200 Yamaha wave
runners with 2 trailers
Bought new in 98 for
$7200 Will sell for S5000
each, take one or both
436-5744
20 FOOT Pontoon fishing
boat, 45hp Honda 4
stroke, trailing & trolling
motor 436-6101 Sat- Sun.
502-686-6148 Mon- Fri.
20FT 1990 Suncruiser
pontoon with trailer. 1996
48 hp motor. Some extras
$5200 753-7292.
7HP Ted Williams Sears
motor $250. Runs well.
436-5581.

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Paul's Quality
Tree Service
Owner:PaulLamb
Formerly Lamb Bros. Tree Service

AFFORDABLE,
quality
construction you can /depend on Framing, finish- •
ing. roofing, siding, concrete and home repair
Building additions, garages. decks, porches, fences. etc Complete work,
no job to small or big Free
estimates 759-0373

..

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Ei
thiERRY
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
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Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

1975 Runabout with 135
Evenrude, $1200 7539731
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759-1591
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Residential or Commercial

Sertices Offered
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hardwood & laminated floors.

Boats & Motors

1982 CHEVROLET Subur
ban 753-6773 after 5pm

000rooloodonoo.
4

Carpet Installation Inc-I
.
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,

1976 Dodge. 318 motor 2
ton grain truck with hoist.
$5000. 436-5744.
1977 Dodge Ram Charger. Runs. $500. obo 7595667.
1987 Chevy Silverado 4x4,
gray, nice truck. loaded.
$5650. Call 753-8419,
anytime
1988 GMC 4x4. Needs
work. 753-6101, 753-3258.
1989 GMC Sierra pick up,
dark blue. 350. 5-speed.
$5200. at 413 S 9th Street.
Murray 753-3958.
1995 FORD Ranger, swb,
5sp, very sharp truck. Excellent condition. Call 7535136
1996 Dodge Ram SLT.
Larmie, V-8. auto, loaded.
Tow kit, 33,xxx. $16,200
753-5421.
JEEP CJ5 with V8 & 89
Mazda b2200 Call 7533403. After 5p.m.

753-1916

.
7• •

Ma,yrield
kt.ntudss

46

1970 Ford 5 speed, 523
motor, air brakes with low
boy trailer $6200 Call
436-5744

Utility Vehicles

Call Us Today!

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Used Trucks

(13 week minimum)

502-753-4668

' .

1996 CHEROKEE Coun-

High*as
45 South

1995 VOYAGER van, one
owner, low milage, fully
loaded. 502-436-6050

Visa and Master Card

OP
**•- • ,.• • • --•• • •:1• • "
7.•

11 TRACTS OF LAND

Kenny at

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
1

1987 Chevy custom van,
one owner. 436-2751

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

"\Yiadcpnd Snot ausriess 'axes • ced & Ky Electron

- ••

82 Kawasaki 550 LTD motorcycle
18xxx
miles
$800 Excellent shape
Phone 354-8583

$15600

SouthsIde Center • 615A-1 S. 12th St
Ph/Fox

107 Acres. Browns Grove
area 4 Acre tobacco barn,
32x52 tool shed, well with
new 3 horse motor, septic
tank, 96 Acres dark fired
tobacco. 18 Acres of air
cured tobacco 1586 International tractor Cab air &
duals 20ft 490 disk 4354350

Call

(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

Vans

7-12 Acres per tract Prop- try 4x4. 41,xxx, local one
erty located off of Hwy 94E owner, shame! $15,900
onto Hwy 1551. Old Shiloh 435-4423
Rd Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
Used Cam
view property, review postpd data, then please call.
1981 Park Ave Buick 4
502-441-2253.
door, blue 437-4666

1-800-585-6033

Limited Edition Dolls, Bears, Jewelry & Clotiant,
Visit our brand new store at
302 4th St., Haul, KY • Rt. on Calloway, left on 4th

1984 Honda Gold Wing
Excellent condition 7592174

had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

1-800-566-2277.

Motorcycles & ATVs

1 TO 275 acres, owner fi
nancing possible Coldwa
ter 489-2116 or 753-1300

41
04Pi
r

able for 1st time buyers,

Repair Hotline

470

Acmes

You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100

if you have been turned
down before. Loans avail-

Call the 24 hour

INSURANCE
Lou V.

Rentals begin at $29 99
-A Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
Social Invitations by Carlson Crat and McPherson
• Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding

Auto Loans

Automated Credit

753-1916

SUPPLEMENT

•

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange inland iv

Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed. Must
have at least $750 cash or
trade-in.

STORAGE

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
-Quality Service"

Owned S Operated By
Tim Lamb

AUTO LOANS

EASTSIDE

DIAL

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

cruise, tilt, white w/blue interior. new tires, garage
kept, serviced every 2500
miles. 113xxx miles. but in
very good condition. Second owner $4900. Can be
seen at the Ledger &
Times or call 474-8704.
1996 Grand Am. red, 4 cyl,
4 door. Excellent condition
$8400. obo 759-4649_

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week -(13 week minimum)

t is

LICENSED & INSURED

1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE, _40r,, p/w. p/1,

IDial-A-Service

,ub-

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

1988 Cadillac DeVille 4door, leather
interior.
82,xxx engine miles Call
753-7474.
1990 GRAND AM LE
54xxx miles, $5750. 4892723.
1991 Ford Escort LX. Ex
cellent condition. asking
$2300 489-2840, or 4892273.
1991 Mercury Grand Marquis,
good
condition
$4900. 436-2464

753-5585

Res
Box
matturerings
ri are
Mon.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

6

A-1 Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal, tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump
removal, tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVMENTS
Competive Prices Painting. Remodeling. Repairs,
etc. No Job Too Small.
(502)492-6267.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & Junk clean-up
436-2867

t

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling. Repairs. Custom Cabinets. Concrete
Work AGC Certified
435-4272

;

.11'01,ft0".;;,f:Al r.t.-te..•).- •

-

ALL TYPES OF WORK
Landscaping, mulching.
hedge trimming, lawn
seeding, fertilizing, dethatching. sweeping gutter
cleaning and guards. Tree
trimming and removal, lot
clearing, brush, briar clearing. bushhogging. sickle
mowing hauling. etc. Fast,
courteous service. Message 753-2092

...s.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands: Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations. etc. 436-2113

CALHOON
PAVING

'

MONDAY, MARCH 22, 1999

Love wins over war at Oscars

si

s

.

GRASSHOPPER Mowing
STYROCRETE
Service Competitive pricLOS ANGELES (AP) - The
BUILDERS
REWARD WALL SYS- Academy Awards were a lot
ing and quality service
like
TEMS: Homes & Base- a Rober
Call for estimates
to Benigni acceptance
502-753-9210
ments. (R32), Insulated
speech: long, full of surprises and
GREEN Care, will mow & concrete forms. CLASSIC
trim lawns, reasonable STEEL FRAME HOMES: sometimes difficult to understand.
Four-plus Oscar hours Sunday
rates 559-2667 & 767- residential, agricultural,
light commercial, mini night - the longest ceremony ever
9279
- narrowly favored the Bard over
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs warehouses 436-2007.
wanted No lob too small SUREWAY Tree & Stump blood and love over war, as the
Ph 753-2388 or 436-5759 Removal. Insured with tun romantic romp "Shakespea
re in
LAWN Mowing, Reasona- line of equipment. Free es- Love" reape seven
d
award
s,
includ
ble Rates. Call for esti- timates. Day or night,
ing best picture and best actress
753-54
mate. 435-4423.
84.
for Gwyneth Paltrow.
TOMS WINDOWS
LAWN Service Pay less
The violent World War II epic
All your cleaning & PAINTfor better Call Dan
ING
needs
Pressure "Saving Private Ryan" won five
753-9618
washing etc. Dryvit clean- Oscars, including the directing
ing. 759-3463.
LEE'S
award for Steven Spielberg in an
TRU-LEVEL
unusual - though hardly unpreceCARPET
LAWNCARE & VINYL
dented - split between best picSIDING MAINTENANCE
CLEANING
ture and best director.
..where lawncare is taken
Emergency Water
But it was Benigni who charmed
to a new level. Serving
Removal, Furniture,
the
audience with his exuberance
Murray
with
the
best pnFREE Estimates
ces, free estimates, mow- in pulling off a stunning first: winCall Today
ing & tnmming, landscap- ning as best actor in a foreign
753-5827
ing, any yard work, & film for "Life is Beautiful."
PAINTING
cleaning of your vinyl sidBenigni, who wrote and directBLACK'S DECORATING ing For your FREE esti- ed "Life
is Beautiful," also became
CENTER OF MURRAY
mate call 767-0151 or 767the first filmmaker in 50 years to
KENTUCKY, INC.
9822
direct his own Oscar-winning perResidential- Commercial
forma
nce. In 1948, Laurence OliviTUCK
ER LAWN CARE
Free Estimates
er directed and starred in "HamFully Insured
SERVICES
Mowing. tnmming, leaf & let," for which he won the best
Call 502--753-0839 beclipping removal, dethatch- acting prize.
tween 7am & 5pm. Call
502-759-8609 after 5pm. ing, aeration, overseeding
"Life is Beautiful," a tragicomic
PAINTING INT- EXT Free & fertilization, bed mulch- film set mostl
y in a Nazi conEstimating.
Call 437- ing. Free Estimates.
centration camp, won additional
4364
759-9609
Oscars for foreign film and draPLUMBING
REPAIR
WALTERS Contracting
matic score.
SERVICE. All work guar- Free estimates.
Guaran"This is a moment of joy and
anteed. Free estimates
teed Quality Work. LiI want to kiss everybody," Benig753-1134
censed & Insured. Over 20
ni enthused in accepting the forPLUMBING
years experience. Roofing,
Repairs, fast service.
additions, vinyl siding, eign-language Oscar, after he
436-5255.
decks, remodeling Call
ROOF LEAKING'?
753-2592.
Call a professional. ResiWOOD SATELLITE
dential, Commercial or InSALES
dustrial_ 502-435-4645.
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
ish
Network Mon-Fn, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

bounded to the stage by walking
across the tops of the chairs.
He planted kisses on both cheeks
ot presenter Sophia Loren. Fittingly,
it was Miss Loren who was the
only other performer in a foreign
language film to win an acting
Oscar, for "Two Women" in 1961.
Later, when he picked up his
acting award, Benigni burst into
a fractured-English riff on joy, gushing about how "my body is in
tumult" and "everything is in a word
that I cannot express." At one
point he said his desire was "making love with everybody."
If Benigni at times was difficult to decipher, so, too, was the
ceremony.
"Shakespeare in Love" did pick
up best picture, but director John
Madden was snubbed. The film's
leading lady Miss Paltrow won,
but her leading man Joseph Fiennes
wasn't even nominated.
And the award to "Shakespeare's" Judi Dench gave new
meaning to the label supporting
actress: as Queen Elizabeth I, Dame
Judi was on screen only briefly,
yet still took home an Oscar statue.
"I feel for eight minutes on the
screen I should only get a little
bit of him," she said with a smile.
"Shakespeare," which led all
contenders with 13 nominations,
also picked up Oscars for original screenplay, art direction, costume design and musical or comedy score. Madden's film imag-

ined a young Shakespeare suffering from writer's block, and falling
in love with the beautiful woman
played by Paltrow.
Miramax Films, which released
both "Shakespeare in Love" and
"Life is Beautiful," was a big winner Sunday night. The two movies
combined for 10 Oscars.
Meanwhile, "Saving Private
Ryan" was another curiosity. Spielberg and the cinematographer both
won, but the film didn't.
A second-time directing winner
- Spielberg was honored for
"Schindler's List" in 1993 - he
earnestly expressed gratitude to all
families who lost sons in World
War II, and addressing his father,
a veteran. said: 'pad, this is for
you."
The movie also took prizes for
cinematography, editing, sound and
sound effects editing.
The last time Oscar voters split
between best picture and director
was in 1989, when "Driving Miss
Daisy" won for best picture and
Oliver Stone for "Born on the
Fourth of July."
Spielberg had a hand in another winning film. The Holocaust
movie, "The Last Days," won the
documentary feature award. Spielberg was executive producer.
"Elizabeth," another best picture nominee, won just one award,
for makeup. The fifth contender,
"The Thin Red Line," Terrence Malick's comeback movie about WWII
in the Pacific, was shut out entirely despite seven nominations.

James Coburn won the first
Oscar of his long career - as
the alcoholic, abusive father in
"Affliction."
"I've been doing this work for
like over half my life, and I finally got one right, I guess," said
the 70-year-old actor, whose dozens
of films include "Our Man Flint"
and "The Magnificent Seven."
"Some of them you do for
money, some of them you do for
love. This is a love child," Coburn
said.
The most controversial moment
of the ceremony came and
went
quickly, as director Ella Kazan reviled by some for naming names
during the Hollywood blacklist era
- stepped out to accept a
lifetime achievement award. Many
members of the audience applauded heartily, some stood, while
others, like actors Nick Nolte
and
Ed Harris, sat silently.
Host Whoopi Goldberg kept the
show's tone light and irreverent.
She changed costumes repeatedly to mimic film characters, getting the show off to a rousing
start when she came out in full
regalia as Elizabeth I to a rousing ovation, then a laugh when
she announced with an accent that
was more Bette Davis than Britis
h,

"I am the African Queen."

She joked about being the last
Oscar emcee of the century and
millennium, saying: "I am the last
20th century fox.-
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Call 753-1916 today with all your society Ke
ws!

WANT ADS
WORK

HOROSCOPES
times your past good deeds come home to
roost and reward you. This is definitely one
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. March of those times. Tonight: Study or do some
research.
General Contracting
23. 1999
Phones ring. fax machines hum and door- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 211
& Remodeling
Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
bells chime with communication,informa- **** A partner is at his chattiest, even
Specializing in small homes
tion and messages. You're probably doing super-verbal-you might think he's using
Installations• Commercial• Residential • Resta
urant Equipment
much of the sending, as well as responding twice the amount of wotds necessary to
• Mobile Homes • Window Units
make
point.
a
probab
He
ly' Just needs to
to what comes in. but do the latter carefully:.
On ned & Operated By
• Carbon Monoxide Testing
753-9911
Your thought processes are lightning quick. e nt, so be patient. Later, you'll be more
Glenn Cossey
9307 State Rt.
but you could easily jump to conclusions. than willing to get up close and personal!
24 hr. Emergency
9.1E Murray
A financial opportunity is promising, but Tonight: Could be steamy
CAPR
ICOR
N
(Dec.
22-Jan
. 19)
will progress slowly. Be patient. If you are
single. you're especially popular. You might *** Work, work, work! Others pour in
quickly fall madly in love- with a different with this request or that, and you're the
person every. week If attached, you're only one (in their opinion) that can do the
Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000
For LandscaPing, Lawn Maintenance.
never at a loss for words.Through daily life. job. You don't have to take on everything!
• No equity required - easy qualifying
your tie grows stronger than ever. GEMINI You're also sought out by a family member
Aerating. Fertizi(ing and Over Seeding,
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
whose
compa
ny
you will find infinitely
inspires you;
Spring Clean UP. Mulch and TOP S011
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half
more pleasant. Tonight: Decorate at home.
Delivery, Garden
MONTHLY PAYMENT
AQUA
RIUS
(Jan.
$10,000
20-Feb. 18)
$50,000
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
$75,000
EXAMPLES
Tilling. Bushhogging.
$106.84
$53321
$75982
Have. 5-Dynamic;4-Positive: 3-Average: ***** Romance reigns supreme on this
day of flirtation and laughter. It might be
Homeowners Only
2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
Call for
impossible to choose who you're having
kIRIM\11)1
1-800-819-7010
Free Estimates
PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50% NOTE RATE, 12
.1•0.•G
the most fun with,as a number of associates
649 APR
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILAB
LE
**** You're ready fora talk with some- and admirers find you the life of the party.
Vosit our webs/re . www.nationwurie
lencling.coro
Still,
you'll
have
to
finish
one in your day-to-day life. This person
some work!
may seem evasive or may "gloss over- the Chances are you will. later Tonight. Putbottom line as you see it The truth is that ting in overtime to catch up.
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
he understands but expresses himself dif- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
ferently. Read between the lines, and you **** Whatever you really want to acASTALLAT0
FOR FAST REFUNOli
will be on the same page. Tonight: Up late, complish. you will have better luck work450 WOODSONG LANE
-Nava ocerk.
ing
from
home.
If
you
Apri
must
l
make
tinker
15th is nearly here! Call
an appearing around the house.
MURRAY KY 42071
r(PaRS
Jerry or Rita
ance at the office, beg off until late afterfor any of your tax or book
TAURUS (April 20-May' 20)
Owners. 8111 I Rhonda Barger
keeping needs.
VSDE XXX
**** You are finally becoming comfort- noon. Your creativity soars then! A romanable with your intuition and are learning to tic introduction is a possibility' Tonight:
follow it with more confidence. By doing Show your style.
so. you'll resolve a financial matter in a
24 Hour
most satisfying way. Pay attention to what BORN TODAY
Emergency
1502) 474-8222
1300 Hill wood Dr.
Service
anothe
r isn't saying, as much as to what he Singer Chaka Khan(1953).filmmaker Akira
753-9567 ext. 106
Cell 519-7781
(Located inside Hill Electric)
15 Years
is Tonight: Catch up on correspondence. Kurosaw a( 19 I Oh actress Amanda Plummer
or 753-6730
Experience
(1957)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Were you aware you had so
many friends'1 If not before, you will be.
lull
1111
4111
1111
UN=
You'd have to live on a desert island to be
-ar
=ss
alone,as others seek you out Nevertheless,
esaMmlem.
you might be ready. to escape later in the day
Call the circulation
to work on a money deal that holds potenNew Homes, Garages,
department between
if
tial.
Tonight: Visions of dollar signs dance
Dail!
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Fri. & Sat.
Sat.
Sunday
in your head!
Lunc
h
Night
5:0
Pole Barns, Decks &
0
Break
6:0
fast
GRANDE
0 p.m.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
Specials
Seafood Buffet &
Brunch
*** Don't race to the tras el agent or
Buffet
Additions, E
Monday-Friday or
Prime Rib Special 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
school registration desk just yet. A plan
4:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Hours:6 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Thur.,
could feel right, but may still be premat
Sat & Sun Morning Special
ure.
6 am.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
A behind-the-scenes discovery sets
Bring Church Bulletin & Receive
Saturday at
you
6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sunday
straight where a boss or professional matter
OFT!
•
Free Estimates
753
-19
is concerned. You can see
16.
!Ivry. 611 South • Murray • 753-5986
where a friendship is going. for better or for worse Tonight: Out late.
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You Only Go
***
•cfne Co MORRIS
*
Friend
s gather around you. You
8 A.M.-NOON
yntl
love being in the thick of things. but
To An Experienced
Does
also
Roiacement
Mond
ay-Friday 7-5
recogAize that you might sacrifice your
Oa%
M All'
WridOWS
Mechanic.
freedom or privacy to have so many perNew and Used Tires
sonalities near You could actually becom
*Lowest Prices In Town
Shouldn't
e
Co To
cranky and leave work early, or sneak off
Painting - Siding - Rooing • Plumbing
Cooper 'Free Mount and
Experienced
for some space! Tonight. To bed early'.
Computer Balance
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22i
Insu
ranc
e
Agen
t.
*** The hyper pace could have your
Licensed & Insured
head swimming:from every direction,someToo?
400 Industrial Rd.
Free Estimates
one clamors for your input, advice or re(502) 759-4599
753-1111
sponse Pace yourself-tackle one thing at
a time. On the plus side. a boss takes notice
and applauds your ability to handle it all so
gracefully'Tonight:Celebrate with friends
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct, 22)
Your partner in protection
***** Despite your mental restless41.000 sq. ft. of storage space. Has alar
ness. you're made aware of responsibilities
Western
m and sprinkler
by a co-worker or boss who won't let
systems. 19.000 sq. ft. heated
an
Kentucky
issue (or you) go. Take on what you can.
CONTACT
and do your best. Someone in a position of
Insur
ance
power is taking notes. You'll cash in
on
this. eventually Tonight. Work late
Agency, Inc.
206

letarit Prescott

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

7/7ePt•mAW‘rmrerR tkifn.

IDE

489-2842

Specializing in Asphalting
& Driveway sealing, also
white rock hauling. Free
Estimates. 437-4774.
CALL D.B. Lawns, Etc.
for your yard clean-up,
landscaping, & hte hauling.
REASONABLE RATES
767-0768
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CLARK'S LAWN CARE
Free estimates, 9 years
experience. 767-9598.
CLEANING Houses &
Businesses We're ready
to Spring Clean for you!
Do it the right way with
EASY WAY 436-2299.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
CONCRETE finishing.
Sidewalks, patios. driveways. Free Estimates
435-4619

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS

753-7039

BURKEEN

Bookkeeping & Tax Service

CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. fencing. carports,
garages,
hardwood
floors installed & finished
Affordable rates 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bush hogging, small lobs. Grader
blade work. Free estimates. Gerald Carroll 4926159
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders.
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or lust replacing a
swItch. Licensed & Insured. Ott 753-0834
Hm 759-9835
EVANS odd lob service
502-489-2617.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link. & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
pnces. Dickie Farley
.
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Phone:(502)437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Tnmming, removal, stump
Pager:
(5021742-1039
grinding, firewood InsurHardin, KY 42048
ed 489-2839
Licensed & Insured

bio

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Magioal

<Z)

THE RACER INN RESTAURANT

it k
(502)436.5253 tc.A.A-,
or 436.5370
A

ROME lipRovEm011

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Tony Henderson
Plumbing

FOR LEASE

Residential and Commercial
New Constniction & Repair

Murray Warehousing Corporation, Inc

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
**** Money could come in quickly,
thanks to another's resourcefulness. Don't
worry that you didn't do your share.
Some.

Tony Boyd

Maple St. - P.O. Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:(502) 753-3341
"Serving Your Storage Needs-

302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842
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DR. Garr
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a friend
whose speech has been slurred for
about a year. She's been tested and
didn't have a stroke. Her tongue
swells and, by night, she can't even
eat. What's causing this?
DEAR READER: Slurred speech
can certainly be caused by problems
with the tongue. I'm not at all clear
what you mean by "she didn't have a
stroke." Some strokes don't show up
on testing.
Be that as it may, I endorse your
position that her difficulty may be
caused by swelling of the tongue.
Now the going gets rough. Is this
some sort of allergic reaction? Could
she have a tongue infection? Is it possible that she could be experiencing
"mini-strokes" that are affecting her
speech by causing poor tongue movement and swelling? I don't know.
To begin with, she should be examined by a dentist. Localized infections
could be easily treated with antibiotics. If he pronounces her fit, she
ought to see an allergist. Perhaps
something in her environment — for
example, denture adhesive, toothpaste or mouthwash — could be to
blame. The allergist will probably test
her. If nothing shows up, I recommend a consultation with an ear-noseand-throat specialist, or a neurologist.
This is truly a puzzling case. Let me
know what happens.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Stroke." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO Box 2017, Murray Hill
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DEAR ABBY

Station, NY, NY 10156 Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: It appears you
have blown it. Not one mention of
potassium in replying to the 71-yearold who consumed more than an egg a
day and experienced the horrors of
cramps Many of us oldsters are well
aware of the cramps that come when
we do not have enough potassium.
The ingestion of a banana a day cures
me from horrible night-time leg
cramps. Please let the old gentleman
know what might help him.

DEAR ABBY: "Lucy," my friend
for more than 10 years, got married
last July. She announced her
engagement a year before, then lost
touch with me and didn't call for
almost a year. This was typical of
the relationship we had — she'd
keep in touch and then just disappear. I'd hear from her when she
got lonely.
One month before the wedding, I
received a call from Lucy asking for
my address so she could send me an
invitation. I was a little insulted
that she had waited this long, but
attended the wedding regardless.
Lucy mentioned that she had registered at a fine department store.
However, when I checked out the
items on the wish list, I found they
far exceeded my budget, so my husband and I bought her a set of nice
cookware from another store.
It has been eight months, and I
hwe never received a thank-you for
the gift. However, since the wedding, all Lucy has talked about is
how busy she and her husband
have been getting all those thankyou cards out. I heard through the
grapevine that Lucy chose to send
thank-you cards only to those who
bought her the items she had asked
for — and chose not to acknowledge
the others. I'm personally surprised
and a little hurt by this.
What would be a tactful way of
telling her that this is unheard of
without starting a battle?
HURT IN SAN FRANCISCO

DEAR READER: O.K. Some (but by
no means all) muscle cramping is
caused by potassium depletion. This
can be a particularly serious problem
in patients who are prescribed diuretic medications for heart problems or
hypertension. Bananas, orange juice
and dried fruits are especially rich in
potassium and can safely be used by
anyone for conditions ranging from
leg cramps to constipation. For people
with leg cramps who are not helped
by these natural remedies, medical
evaluation is prudent.
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.

LOOKING BACK

like prenuptial agreements: I would
like them to consider the truth
about marriage. Anyone getting
married in a "Christian marriage"
land other religious or public weddings) realizes that the church wedding and the marriage license are
two separate and different entities.
The marriage license must be
signed by both parties and recorded
by the state before the marriage is
legally recognized by the state
(except in common-law marriages).
Therefore, by definition, this, too, is
a "prenuptial agreement" in which
you give the state in which you
reside the power to determine how
marital assets will be divided in
case of death or divorce. Like it or
not, a marriage is a legal arrangement and should not be left in the
hands of an arbitrary document
that leaves the state with all the
rights.
So, instead of trusting the assets
of their marriage to the state government, intelligent adults should
discuss and write down their common beliefs as to what would be fair
if the unthinkablz happens. That's
why we buy life insurance. We may
not like the idea of having to prepare for tragic circumstances, but a
wise couple prepares their marriage
for all possible outcomes.
BRADY L. CROM,
PSYCHOLOGIST,
HAWTHORNE,CALIF.
DEAR BRADY: You have
explained it very well. I have
always urged couples contemplating marriage, particularly
those who have been married
before and have children, to
have a prenuptial agreement. In
the event of death or divorce, it
can prevent grief, heartache
and misunderstanding.

Ten years ago
Harvey Frey Newton, son of
Steve and Kathy Newton of Murray, has been selected to attend
the Air Force Academy at Colorado Springs, Col. He is a senior .at Calloway County High
School.
Lynn Meurer is the new director of nursing at Mun-ay-Calloway
County Hospital, according to Stuart Poston, administrator.
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin
will be married 50 years March
25.
Births reported include a girl
to Chuck and Kathy Wilson and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey
Hall, March 4.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of men
working on the Owen-Compton
office building on the site of the
old Houston-McDevitt Clinic which
was destroyed by fire. The photo
is by Staff Photographer Matt
Sanders.
Joy Kelso, Calloway County
High School student, will represent Hazel Woman's Club and
Dana Mansfield, Murray High
School student, will represent Murray Woman's Club win the Student Sewing Division Contest of
the First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
March 24 at Marshall County High
School. Maudena Butterworth, a
member of the Murray Woman's
Club Home Department, will be
the adult sewing entry.
Thirty years ago
Sgt. Ed Knight, Sgt. Max Mor-

DEAR HURT: If what you
heard through the grapevine is
true, I hope your gift included
cake pans — because the bride's
excuse for not sending certain
thank-you notes takes the cake!
The surest way to find out
why your gift has not been
acknowledged would be to ask
Lucy if the gift was received.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Thanks to our volunteers,
It's possible that a thank-you
note
was
but
sent
went
astray.
MDA is the first voluntary
However, if the answer is she
health agency to receive
hasn't gotten around to sending
one, perhaps you should send
the AMA's Lifetime
Lucy an etiquette book for her West dealer.
the right setting, this rule or any
Achievement Award.
first anniversary. She could cer- North-South vulnerable.
other rule may be broken if it
tainly use one.
NORTH
seems the wise thing to do.
# A Q84
One of the more imaginative
***
advocates of this bold approach is
A K Q 74
Muscular Dystrophy Association
DEAR ABBY: In response to
•K J 8
LET'S HEAR IT
Judi Raclin of New York City, who
Jerry Lewis, National Chairman
"Old-Fashioned Southern Lady"
+7
held the West cards in this deal
FOR VOLUNTEERS!
1-800-572-1717 • www mdausa org
and to others who say they don't
EAST
WEST
from the Beijing tournament. Hav+72
ing listened carefully to the bid+95
ding — North's four club bid anV 86
V J 10 9 3
DAILY COMICS
•Q 9 3 2
• A 10 5
nounced a very strong raise in
4K 10 6 3
4A 9 5 4 2 spades and a singleton club —Raclin
BLONDIE
decided that the best chance to
SOUTH
1063
defeat the contract was to try to
•
K
J
)(J
WHAT'RE
YES . THEY ASKED
BOSS THE BLICKENDOQG YOU?!
IP 5 2
quickly score as many diamond
CORPOQATION MADE ME
WHAT VOL PAY
YOU TRYING
THEY
•7 6 4
tricks as possible. Accordingly,she
A JOB OE2
WANT
ME,SO I MILD
TO Da
selected the ten ofdiamonds as her
QJ8
YOU?'
THEM
MAKE ME
LOOK
opening lead!
The bidding:
VP,
DADIff
Declarer naturally thought
South
West
North East
Pass
Pass
1+
West was leading from a holding
1
C*3.
including the 10-9 and therefore
4+
Pass
4+
Pass
Opening lead — ten of diamonds. played the jack from dummy. This
lost to the queen, whereupon East
It is certainly difficult to imag- (Kathie Wei) made the super reine how declarer went down one in turn of a low club to West's king.
Continuing the diabolical onfour spades on this deal, which was
played in a high-class team-of-four slaught, Raclin next led the five of
contest staged in Beijing in 1986. diamonds! It's certainly hard to
CATHY
Among those participating were blame South, who was convinced
high-ranking U.S. teams, West had the nine and surely
three
IRVING ASKED 401.1 119 A
ARE 40(.1
READ4 ?
I HAVE A BRAND-NEW
MEN LOOK THE
plus others from Italy, Hong Kong couldn't have the ace, for playing
FUNCTION WHERE 401.1'LL
READ4 TO
ARE 4011
COMPETITIoN IN THE EqE,
41200 PAIR OF OPEN -TOE,
and Canada,as well as many main- the eight from dummy.
friEET HIS EX -GIRLFRIEND? DO THAT,
KIDDING'!? SLING -BACK, STEEL HEEL,
WOMEN LOOK THE
Wei won the diamond with the
land Chinese teams.
CATH4 ?
Pf‘...TEL. SANDALS! OF
COMPETITION is) THE FOOT.
There is a time-honored rule nine and returned the suit to her
COURSE I'M REAO4 !!
that says a player should never partner's ace. As a result, declarer
underlead an ace on opening lead lost the first four tricks to go down
against a suit contract. But one of one. Perhaps the "never underlead
the distinguishing marks of the an ace" rule should be amended to
top bridge players is that, given read "well, hardly ever."
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Famous Hand

1

kitooMEN

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
GOINGTHE LIFT AND
To START WITH Ti-lE
EYES I SEE,I Gc5T A
BROCHURE FfintA Ti-kE
PLASTIC SURGERY
CLINIC IN
V•K)ODLAND

THE PROCEDURE IS CALLED

THey WOULDN'T GET
Too MANy TAKERS
IF IT WAS CALLED
A "BAG 3ber(

'BLEPHARoPLASTY."

WHEW! WHY
WoULD -THey
GIVE iT SUCH
AN UNPROL NOUNCE ABLE
„...1" NAME?

•
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(;ARFIEI.I)
OUT THERE IS )
TRIBULATION

38 Last inning
in baseball
41 Neon symbol
42 Move about
furtively
44 Give
medicine to
45 Metric
measure
47 Took a
praying
posture
49 Condensed
moisture
50 Glossy fabric
52 Biblical name
54 Symbol for

1 Lake fish
6 Eyelashes
11 Sillier
12 Beautiful
young man
14 Negative
prefix
15 Painful
muscle
spasm
17 1958 Oscar
movie
18 Ending with
ring or book
20 Walking —
— (feeling
elated)
22 Everyone
23 Boast
25 Chemical
measure
27 Latin
conjunction
28 Detested
30 Humility
32 Courageous
person
34 Woman
35 Retaining
I

3

2

thorium
55 Small
anchors
57 City in Texas
(2 wds )
59 Rants
60 Iced

DOWN
1 Picturetaking device
2 Sign on
door

5

4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
S AMMOIrBAS I E
MUTANT
ZEALOT
I R
CARRIER
NA
LOP
TIP
NOUNS
ERAT
TEN
SIZE
AL I S
DIONNE
PLEA
A LOG
NATANT
DULY
G ETS
A I L
TEAS
APESLEET
SNA
N H
OPOSSUM
KC
G EHR IELRASER
S WORN
FONDA
3-22 © 1999 United Feature Syndicate
3 Thus ILatin)
4 Mackerel s
relative
5 Praying figure
6 D C building
7 Dunne ID
8 Piece of cut
timber

9
117
12

11

,' J

'4
111

ill

ill

NMI
IN MI26 '
23
di ii

PEANUTS

28UE

32

WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER.
DO, EAT BREAKFAST OR HELP
ME WITH THE HOMEWORK I
SHOULD HAVE DONE LAST NIGHT

34
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9 Freshwater

porpoise
101
1 Shoelace tip
Nothing
13 Containing
fine soil
16 Cripple
19 A word
wise
21 Part of
fortification
24 Cries
26 Performed
anew
29 Thirst
quencher
31 Church
council
33 Unity
35 Flair
36 More
uncanny
37 Irishman
39 Sleepingsickness fly
40 — —
hesitates
43 — light
46 Opera role
48 High
51 Breakfast
item
53 Mineral
springs
56 Estrada ID
58 Carney ID

and Sgt. Moulle Phillips of
the Murray Police Department and
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
Gene Parker are attending the
Breathalyzer Operator Training
Course at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Jones
will be married 50 years March
23.
Forty years ago
A new zoning ordinance was
adopted by the Murray City Council by the narrow margin of one
vote, the new ordinance will give
more protection to residential areas.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Bucy, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Montgomery,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lashlee and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Tucker.
Fifty years ago
The Murray State College
Debate Team, coached by Prof. J.
Albert Tracy, won second place
in the Bluegrass Debating Tournament at Georgetown College.
Debaters were Tom Wilkinson and
Emmett Burkeen of Murray, Kelly
Fitzgerald of Crossville, Ill., and
Ed Norris of Guthrie.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob Houston, March 14; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Thomas Stark, March
IS; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Robinson, March 17; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hughes,
March IS; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Mitchell, March 19.
its

0

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. March 22,
the 81st day of 1999. There are
284 days left in the year.

.s

Today's Highlight in History:
On March 22, 1895, Auguste
and Louis Lumiere showed their
first movie to an invited audience
in Paris.
On this date:
In 1638, religious dissident Anne
Hutchinson was expelled from the
Massachusetts Bay Colony.
In 1765, Britain enacted the
Stamp Act to raise money from
the American colonies. The Act
was repealed the following year.
In 1820, U.S. naval hero Stephen
Decatur was killed in a duel with
Cmdr. James Barron near Washington. D.C.
In 1882, Congress outlawed
polygamy.
In 1894, hockey's first Stanley
Cup championship game was
played; the home team Montreal
Amateur
Athletic
Association
defeated the Ottawa Capitals, 3-1,
In 1933, during Prohibition,
President Roosevelt signed a measure to make wine and beer containing up to 3.2 percent alcohol
legal.

•

One year ago: President Clinton departed Washington for an
historic 12-day tour of Africa. A
deeply divided United Auto Workers union approved a new contract with Caterpillar Inc., ending
a 6 1/2-year contract battle. Eleven
young campers died in a mountain cabin fire in Centre County,
Pa.

Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.00
8 mo.
$36.00
1 yr....
$72.00
Mall Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$49.50
mo..
$59.50
1 yr•••.
$85.00
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address

City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KT 42071
Or call

(502) 753-1916
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Poor weekend for box office
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - Sandra Bullock and Ben Affleck's
free-spirited road-trip romp "Forces
of Nature" sideswiped the mobster-in-therapy comedy "Analyze
This" at the box office last weekend, industry estimates show.
"Forces of Nature," starring
Affleck as a straight-laced groomto-be who falls for Bullock on the
way to his wedding, opened with
$13.9 million in ticket sales on a
generally lackluster Oscar weekend.
"Analyze This" had $11.9 million, dropping to No. 2 in its third
week. The mob comedy with Robert
De Niro and Billy Crystal held
the top spot for two weeks.
"Shakespeare in Love," chosen
best picture at Sunday night's Academy Awards, was the only Oscarnominated film to make it into
the top 10. The film was in ninth
place with $2.8 million.
Overall, box office receipts for
the week's top 12 films totaled

LET Us PUT You REMIND
fru WKEEL OF A QUALITY
USED CAR OR TRUCK

$58.1 million, down 25.4 percent sixth with $4.1 million. But "Ravover the same period last year, enous," a tale of cannibalism in
according to Exhibitor Relations the Old West, opened out of the
Top 10 with a weak take of
Co. Inc.
Final figures were to be released $950,000.
Here are estimated grosses for
today.
Some analysts suggested the- Friday through Sunday at North
aters gave up a ride on Oscar's American theaters:
I. "Forces of Nature," $13.9
gravy train by replacing contenders
million.
with new releases.
2. "Analyze This," $11.9 milThis time last year, crowds still
lion.
"Good
to
"Titanic,"
swarming
were
3. "True Crime," $5.3 million.
Will Hunting" and "As Good As
4. "Baby Geniuses," $4.5 milIt Gets," said Robert Bucksbaum
lion.
of Reel Source, Inc.
5. "Cruel Intentions," $4.2 mile
movies
that
"A lot of high-profil
lion.
everyone wanted to see were still
6. "The King and I," $4.1 milin the mainstream around Oscar
lion.
said.
he
year,"
time last
7. "The Rage: Carrie 2," $3.6
New releases had mixed results.
million.
"True Crime," with Clint East8. "The Corruptor,- $3 million.
wood as a broken-down reporter
9. "Shakespeare in Love," $2.8
on a crusade to save a condemned
man, was No. 3 with $5.3 mil- million.
10. "The Deep End of the
lion. The animated version of the
musical "The King and I" placed Ocean," $2.7 million.
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$19,895
1998 Silverado Ext. Cab - St #991441. Local, one owner, 28,600 miles
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. V-8, LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles.... .
$26,350
Reduced $16,986
1998 GMC 2500 Pickup -St. #496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles
1998 Jeep Cherokee 4WD Ltd.- St. #99120.1. P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, PS, cassette/CD, leather, local
Reduced $17,995
one owner

1997 Chev. Blazer - St. #99282.1. 4 door, 2WD, white, V-6, auto., NC, PW/PL, tilt & cruise.. $16,782
1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. Maroon, 3.5 L., V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
$11,450

Farm Bureau Life Insurance
C.,,,- mpany otters Rex II. a flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable
name fees accumulate wealth for •
ful-r.• Early surrender charges app y

753-4703

$14,385

1997 Nissan 200SX - St. #992631. Local, one owner, only 28,500 miles
1997 Toyota Tacoma Ext. Cab Pickup - St. #991501. Local trade. Only 55,000 miles

$13,485

1997 Chev. Suburban 4x4 - St. #992571. Local one owner, leather, loaded, only 16,000 miles

$28,985

whether there were any unpubin a safe. Salinger has completed
at least two books in the years lished books. A telephone call to
since he last published his work, her agency by the AP rang unanswered on Sunday.
according to the memoir.
Bright orange "No Trespassing"
The Sunday Times of London
quoted Burt and two other friends signs are nailed to nearly every
as saying the author had numer- tree on the dirt road leading to
ous unfinished manuscripts. They Salinger's house. Burt said he has
said they don't know what Salinger not been to Salinger's home in
five or six years.
plans to do with the books.
Ian Hamilton, who tried to write
"He never talks about his work.
a biography of Salinger in 1986 Not a word," Burt told the AP.
but was thwarted after the author "You didn't ask him 'why' quessued, told the Times he believes tions. He's very suspicious."
the unpublished works all involve
Two years ago, a small pubthe fictional Glass family. the cen- lisher announced publication of
tral figures in "Franny and Zooey." Salinger's "Hapworth 16, 1924,"
The newspaper said Phyllis which first appeared in The New
Westberg, Salinger's agent in New Yorker magazine in 1965. PubliYork, would not comment on cation has been delayed.

$9,986

1997 Chev. S-10 Stepside Pickup - St. #99154.2. Red, PS/PB, NC, 17,000 miles
1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #99030.1. 4 door, auto., NC,PS/PB, 28,000 miles

1,9
3
18
$$
5
50
8
79

1997 Buick Regal - St. #991431. 4 door, local, one owner, full power
1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise

0
88
95
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette.... Reduced $$ 4

1996 Chev. Cavalier - St. #99050.1. 4 door, tan, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 40,000 miles
1996 Chrysler Sebring LXI - St. #592.1. White, V-6, auto, NC, PNV, P/L, sunroof, leather...$.11,486
$8,486
1996 Nissan Ex Cab XE Pickup - St. #99230.1. Auto., NC PS/PB, 50,000 miles
$11,385

1996 Chev. S-10 Pickup - St. #985521. Local, one owner, 47,800 miles

$9,985

Reduced

1996 Olds Cutlass - St. #991405. 4 door. local, one owner, extra nice

$8,985
1996 Ford Ranger - St. #991091, Local trade, V-6, auto., only 31,500 miles
1996 Nissan Sentra GXE - St. #980901. One owner, full power, 34,160 miles, factory warranty, very
Sale Price $8,995
nice Was $10,995..
1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., NC,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 38,000 miles
Reduced $8,753
$8,995

1995 Dodge Stratus - St. #99266.1. Auto., NC,PS/PB, 46,000 miles
1995 Dodge Dakota Club SLT Pickup - St. #99305.1. Green, V-6, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise

$10,995

Get MONEY-ON-ME-SPOT!

1995 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St. #99011.2. White/tan, V-8, auto., A/C, PNV, P/L

No doggone headaches or hassles at your
on-the-Spot Cash-Advancer!

1995 Nissan XE Pickup - St. #99077.3. Blue, NC,PS1PB, 40,000 miles

driver's license or
other picture I.D.
2. Most recent
paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement
& personal check.
1. Bring

y

The
MoneyPlaee

,•

miles50
$68
$
1995 Dodge Dakota Club SLT Pickup - St. #99013.1. Tan, V-6, auto., NC, P/S, P.B, 63,000
$9,995

1995 Chev. 1500 Ex. Cab Pickup - St #99121.2. Customized, leather, ground effects. V-8, P/W.
$15,872
$12,486

1995 Ford F150 LWB 4x4 - St. #98342.1. Green/White, V-8, auto., NC, XLT pkg.

513 So. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

1995 Mercury Sable - St. #99106.1. 4 door, local, one owner, full power, 57,000 miles

$8,795

1995 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4 - St. #992531. Local, one owner, full power, extra nice

$12,495
$7,285

1995 Honda Civic - St #5270 One owner, great gas mileage

1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #991641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent condition $18,985
Reduced $9,795
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner, full power, nice

OUR CURRENT
FLEX 11 ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50010

$18,995

1998 Silverado SWB - St #991401. Local one owner, only 21,500 miles

r.:•"

Do you
have a CD
or IRA
maturing?

$9,995

1998 Ford Ranger XLT Pickup - St. #99296.1. Dark green, PS/PB, NC, 32,000 miles

Salinger may have unseen works
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - A
neighbor of writer J.D. Salinger says
the author of "The Catcher in the
Rye" has a cache of up to 15
unpublished books locked up in
his home.
Jerry Burt, of Plainfield, who
was friends with Salinger in the
1960s and lives near the author,
told The Associated Press on Saturday that Salinger said in 1978
he'd written 15 or 16 other books.
Burt said the books were apparently hidden in a walk-in bank
safe installed in Salinger's home.
During a visit. Burt saw the safe
open, but he said it was dark
inside and he didn't see any books.
"He told me he had his finished manuscripts in there,- Burt
told AP. "I didn't see them. Who
knows now. He may have burned
them all. He may have published
them under another name. He didn't have any idea at the time what
he was going to do with them."
Since publishing "Catcher in
the Rye" in 1951, Salinger has
released only one other novel.
"Franny and Zooey" in 1961, and
some short stories. He lives in seclusion on his estate in Cornish, a
town of fewer than 2.000 people
near the Vermont border.
In her memoir published last
year. Joyce Maynard, the novelist
who lived with Salinger for nine
months beginning in 1972, recalls
the reclusive author writing every
day and keeping manuscripts locked

•
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1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #991101. Local one owner, full power, extra nice
Reduced

KC MONEY BALL

$500"
$500°°
,*50000

BONUS BALL #1

/

$50000
$2 0°°+
Plays 12
Games

Featuncg rghtly spectals at S' Der card cx 52 lof three Specral can-y o.rer 7 .
- 4
Retresnrnerts cart ay anC FREE pomp, serveC Kert„ck Crarr.ab4e Gaming Ucense rrORGOrY,
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1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #481. V-6, PM, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette

umbers 0

Play K of C Bingo every TuesdalOIEVIsnIng 7pm
Wet Hare PULLTAIEIS • SPEE0111.4LL Illsaina at 6:30 pm

IP•SUILASCI

condition.
Was $12,495.00

BONUS BALL #3

K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting,
1 A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00

FARM
BUREAU

Reduced $8,986
1995 Chev. Camaro - St. #99242.1. V-6, auto., NC
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001. Local trade, full power, 84,000 miles, excellent

BONUS BALL #2

Coverall now at53

$7,885
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1994 Plymouth Laser - St #488.1 Red, A/C, PS/PB

$4,876

1994 Nissan Ext. Cab XE Pickup - St. #99121.1. PS/PB, A/C, extra clean, 59,000 miles

$7,995

1994 Chev. Camaro Convertible - St. #99196. Local trade, full power, extra sharp

$11,985

1994 Dodge 1500 LWB ST - St. #99139.1 Blue/tan, V-8, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise... Reduced $6,995
1994 Dodge B250 Cony. Van - St. #98321.1 Burgandy, V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
Reduced $7,995
1993 Jeep Cherokee Country - St. #99301.1. 4 door, teal/tan, auto A/C, PfW, P/L, 45,000 miles
$9,995

• • • • • •

1993 Ford F150 Club Cab XLT - St. #99171.1. Tan, V-8, auto., PAN, P/L, tilt & cruise

6
75
39
9:9
$5

1993 Pontiac Transport Van - St. #98267.2. Auto., NC, PS/PB, burgundy.
7:384
8
1993 Ford F150 LWB Pk.- St #483 V-8, auto., NC, PS/PB
1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup - St. #99086.1. Red, V-6, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt$
$8,986
cruise

March 22
- 11reee
-44/* ..14.

;

1992 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab- St. #98547.1. Local, one owner, 87,242 miles, excellent condition.
Reduced $9,900
Was $12,495

•

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
("Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")
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SERVING DELICIOUS

to•

BREAKFAST • PLATE LUNCHES • POND RAISED CATFISH
SHRIMP • CERTIFIED BLACK ANGUS STEAK

Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-4) p.m.
Sunday 6 a.m.-4c, p.m.
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Dodge Tr s

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris,IN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

North 12th Street
Murray, KY
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Paris, TN
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